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											Au–Fe3O4 nanocomposites are of great interest for technological reasons due to their 
combined optical and magnetic properties. Nanosized Fe3O4 particles are 
superparamagnetic and can also be coated with a layer of Au, which supports localized 
plasmon resonances for useful optical properties. The dual properties of Au–Fe3O4 
nanoparticles have inspired chemists to design a variety of synthetic routes, some with 
good control of overall shape and size. However, most approaches require organic 
solvents, surfactants, or harsh chemical conditions. In this thesis we describe a simple and 
highly reproducible synthesis of magnetically active gold nanoclusters (MGNCs) with 
average particle sizes under 100 nm. This synthesis has two appealing features: (1) the 
synthesis is conducted entirely in water, with no amphiphilic surfactants that require 
subsequent removal, and (2) the chemical conditions used in MGNC synthesis are 
extremely mild, with minimum waste or by-products generated. 
            The MGNCs can be used to support numerous applications in chemistry, biology, 
and materials science. In these thesis we describe two very different applications: (1) 
surface-modified chemical sensors based on surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS), 
xvi 
for the detection of  trace environmental pollutants such as tetrabromobisphenol A 
(TBBPA), and (2) magnetically guided “chisels” for the generation of nanosized channels 
in thermoplastic and glass films. The high aspect-ratio nanochannels were characterized 
by scanning electron microscopy and 3D confocal fluorescence imaging, and insights into 
the photothermal mechanism of nanopore generation were obtained by finite-element 
modeling simulations. 
1 
CHAPTER 1 SYNTHESIS OF MAGNETICALLY ACTIVE GOLD 
NANOPARTICLES 
1.1 Introduction 
  Au‒Fe3O4 core‒shell nanocomposites are of high interest in the field of biology 
and medicine for their combined magnetic and optical properties. The Fe3O4 core is 
responsible for magnetic activity, but is susceptible to oxidation and corrosion. One of the 
best approaches to stabilize the core is to coat it with a thin shell of Au, which also supports 
a localized surface plasmon resonance that contributes to the optical property of core ̶ shell 
nanoparticles. The dual properties of these core ̶ shell nanoparticles have generated much 
interest to develop synthetic routes to alter the shape and size of the nanocomposites. The 
gold shell is also compatible with several kinds of functionalization using different surface 
chemistries.1,2,3,4,5 
  Au‒Fe3O4 nanocomposites are well known for their biomedical applications such 
as purification of complex biological molecules like proteins and DNA, drug delivery, 
optical coherence tomography, and localized hyperthermia.6,7,8,9,10 For example, 
multifunctional “nano-pearl-necklaces” were designed to reap the benefit of combinational 
properties like MRI diagnosis, fluorescence imaging, and near infrared (NIR) photothermal 
ablation.11 Au‒Fe3O4 nanocomposites have also been used as dynamic optical contrast 
agents in biomedical imaging,12,13,8,14  and the plasmonic properties of Au‒Fe3O4 
nanocomposites can enhance the Raman scattering of the adsorbed biomolecules.14,15 
2 
1.2 Sonication Based Synthesis 
       In this approach the magnetic nanoparticle cores were first prepared by co-
precipitation, followed by addition of gold chloride and sonication, during which the gold 
deposits into the crevices of the iron oxide crystals. Deposition may be aided by favorable 
heteroepitaxy between Au (111) and iron oxide (222) surfaces, as the lattice constants of 
Fe3O4 (2.45 Å) and Fe2O3 (2.45 Å) are roughly double that of Au (111) (2.35 Å). The 
addition of mild reducing agents like ascorbic acid also contribute toward the formation 
of the gold shell. Chemists have attained uniform gold shells of 5‒15 nm thickness around 
magnetic nanoparticles using this approach.16   
 
 
Figure 1.1. Scheme of sonication based approach for the synthesis of core ̶–shell 
nanoparticles and transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of gold-coated iron-
oxide nanoparticles. This figure is adapted from Ref. 16. 
 
 
1.3 Inverse Micelle Approach 
        In this approach surfactants are used to transfer metal salts from the aqueous phase 
into the organic phase in the form of inverse micelles. Cetyltrimethylammonium bromide 
(CTAB) is a commonly employed surfactant, and has been used with a co-surfactant (1-
butanol) to transfer Fe and Au ions from water into octane for the size-controlled synthesis 
of the core ̶ shell nanoparticles.17 
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Figure 1.2. TEM image of the core–shell nanoparticles obtained by the inverse micelle 
approach. This figure is adapted from Ref. 18. 
 
 
1.4. Templated Core–Shell Nanoparticle Synthesis 
 
1.4.1 Seeded Growth Approach 
        The seeded growth method starts with the synthesis of the magnetic iron-oxide 
core in aqueous solution, followed by coating with a bifunctional ligand that has affinity 
for gold, enabling the attachment of small (2–3 nm) gold seeds, then treatment with gold 




Figure 1.3. Scheme of seeded approach for the synthesis of core shell nanoparticles. This 




Polyelectrolytes offer a simple and reproducible approach for attaching Au seed 
nanoparticles onto magnetic cores. For example, an amphiphilic block copolymer PL-PEG-
COOH-b-poly-L-histidine has been used to solubilize hydrophobic iron-oxide 
nanoparticles in water; the imidazole units are capable of chelating to metal ions, 
facilitating the adsorption of gold chloride and subsequent reduction with N-




Figure 1.4. Schematic representation of oleic acid functionalized MNPs, coated with using 
phospholipid–PEG terminated with carboxylic acid (PL-PEG-COOH), followed poly-L-
histidine (PLH) adsorption and then reduction of gold on to the polypeptide template using 
reducing agent. This figure was adapted from Ref. 8. 
 
 
       In this method, 258-nm Fe3O4 cores were synthesized in ethylene glycol using a 
solvothermal approach, then coated with a thin layer of methacrylic acid and acrylamide, 
resulting in negatively charged surfaces. These were electrostatically coated with 
overlayers of cationic poly(allylamine hydrochloride) (PAH). Citrate-stabilized gold 
nanoparticles were then added as seeds onto the PAH-coated Fe3O4 cores, which served as 
nucleation sites for the subsequent reduction of Au3+ ions. Continuous shell formation was 
achieved by the reduction of Au3+ onto the Au-seeded Fe3O4 cores using NH2OH.HCl. 
Lower polymer concentrations produced more uniform core–shell structures (Figure 1.5 
and Table 1.1). Magnetization measurements obtained from SQUID shows a decreased 
moment-to-mass ratio of the core ̶ shell nanoparticles, due to the thick Au shells.22 
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Figure 1.5. TEM images of (a) 254 nm iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles and (b) 273 nm 




A simple method for synthesizing 50–150 nm magnetically active gold 
nanocomposites has been reported using polyethyleneimine (PEI). This cationic 
polyelectrolyte serves both to prevent aggregation via electrostatic repulsion, and to allow 
the attachment of negatively charged Au seeds. Cores of 50-nm Fe3O4 nanocubes were 
coated with PEI for dispersion and subsequent decoration with 2-nm Au seeds. Shell 
formation was achieved by iterative deposition of Au3+ onto the seeded surface using 
NH2OH.HCl as reducing agent, with four iterations achieving complete and uniform shells 




Figure 1.6. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanocubes; (b) Au-seeded Fe3O4 
nanocubes; (c) core–shell Au–Fe3O4 nanoparticles after 3 iterations; (d) core–shell 
nanoparticles after 4 iterations. These images are adapted from Ref. 23. 
 
        
In another report, 40-nm spherical Fe3O4 nanoparticles were coated with PEI (Mn 
10 kDa) and treated with 2-nm citrate-stabilized Au seeds.24 The iterative reduction 
approach was again used to form continuous Au shells. The resulting core–shell Au–Fe3O4 
nanoparticles had rough surfaces with a mean size of 140 nm (Figure 1.7 and Table 1.1).   
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Figure 1.7. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles, scale bar 20 nm. (b) Au ̶   
seeded Fe3O4 nanoparticles (scale bar 50 nm); (c) Core ̶ shell Au ̶ Fe3O4 nanoparticles (scale 
bar is 20 nm); (d) Lattices correspond to Au(111) with d = 0.24 nm (scale bar 5 nm). These 
images are adapted from Ref. 24. 
 
 
       Halas and coworkers fabricated Au-coated α-Fe2O3 spindles (“nanorice”) by 
metallization of 2-nm Au nanoparticle seeds.20,21 These gold nanoparticles were 
immobilized onto APTMS-functionalized spindles; the uniform coverage enabled a 
continuous Au shell layer to be formed. Similar approaches have been reported using 









Figure 1.8. TEM images of core ̶ shell (α-Fe2O3 ̶ Au) nanoparticles obtained by seeded 
growth, using APTMS as a surface ligand. Images are adapted from Refs. 20,21. 
 
 
        In yet another variation of seed-mediated growth, 2–3 nm Au nanoparticles were 
attached onto Fe3O4 nanoparticles coated with dopamine.25 A continuous shell was attained 
by using gold chloride and glucose as a reducing agent, with an average particle size of 12 
nm (Figure 1.9 and Table 1.1).  
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Figure 1.9. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles; (b) Au nanoparticle seeds; 
(c) Au-seeded Fe3O4 nanoparticles; (d) core–shell particles. Images adapted from Ref. 25. 
        
 
       In yet another variation, Au seeds were prepared using Duff’s approach, in which 
gold plating solution was reduced using tetrakis(hydroxymethyl)phosphonium chloride 
and KOH.26  18-nm Fe3O4 nanoparticles were dispersed using 11-mercaptoundecanoic 
acid (MUA), then incubated overnight with Au seeds to adsorb onto the thiol-terminated 
monolayer. Uniform Au shell growth was achieved by the reduction of Au ions using 
ascorbic acid. Core ̶ shell nanoparticles of approximately 30 nm in size were attained by 
this approach (Figure 1.10 and Table 1.1).  
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Figure 1.10. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles; (b) Au-seeded Fe3O4 
nanoparticles; (c) core ̶ shell nanoparticles. Images adapted from Ref. 26. 
 
 
Table. 1.1 Polymer ̶ mediated Au shell growth on Fe3O4 cores. 
Polyelectrolyte Surface 
charge 
Au Seeds Reducing agent Ref. 
1) Methacrylic acid/ acrylamide 
2) PAH (polyallylamine·HCl). 
(neg.) 
 pos. 
Citrate stabilized NH2OH·HCl 22 
PEI  (Polyethyleneimine), 
branched, Mw 25,000 g 





PEI, Mw 10 000 g pos. Citrate stabilized 




Dopamine pos.  
(pH 9) 
Au nanoseeds by 
glucose reduction  













1.4.2 Unseeded Shell Growth 
         Unseeded iron-oxide cores can also nucleate the growth of continuous shells of 
gold, but depend on two important parameters: the surface chemistry and ligand exchange 
on the core surface (Figure 1.11).28 Interfacial ligand exchange plays an influential role in 
the formation of uniform shells, and is usually driven thermally to desorb the capping layer 
from the core, allowing the deposition of gold onto the exposed magnetic core, followed 
by passivation of the newly formed Au layer by a capping agent. Several examples that use 
this approach are presented in Table 1.2. 
 
 
Figure 1.11. Scheme of unseeded approach for the synthesis of core–shell nanoparticles. 




        Brown and Natan developed an iterative reduction method for the synthesis of 
colloidal Au nanoparticles involving a metal plating solution and a mild reducing agent, 
NH2OH·HCl.29 A similar approach has been used to synthesize Au-coated magnetic Fe-
oxide nanoparticles with a final diameter of 60 nm (Figure 1.12 and Table 1.2), starting 
from citrate-coated ɣ-Fe2O3 nanoparticles of 9 nm. These particles were evaluated by 
SQUID magnetometry, which indicated that a moderately thick Au shell did not strongly 




Figure 1.12. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles; (b) core–shell (Au–
Fe3O4) nanoparticles. Images adapted from Ref. 30. 
 
 
      Monodispersed core–shell nanoparticles were synthesized by reduction of 
Au(OAc)3 onto Fe3O4 nanoparticles, using 1,2-decanediol as a reducing agent.31 In this 
process the particles were heated to elevated temperature (180 ̶ 190 °C), which thermally 
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activated surfactant desorption and exposed the Fe3O4 surface to Au ions, followed by 
electroless deposition and passivation (Figure 1.10). The size of the Fe3O4 nanoparticle 
cores and core–shell nanoparticles were 5.2 and 6.6 nm respectively, indicating a shell 
thickness of 1.4 nm (Figure 1.13 and Table 1.2). In this case, the authors reported a 
noticeable decrease in magnetization based on SQUID analysis.  
 
 
Figure 1.13. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles; (b) core–shell 
nanoparticles. Images adapted from Ref. 31. 
 
 
        A modified approach of thermally activated ligand desorption was demonstrated 
using decanethiol-coated Au nanoparticles and coalescence with 6.4-nm Fe2O3 
nanoparticles, followed by re-stabilization at an elevated temperature (149 °C). Au ̶ Fe-
oxide core–shell nanoparticles of controlled sizes from 5 to 100 nm were obtained by this 
approach (Figure 1.14 and Table 1.2).32,33 
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Figure 1.14. TEM images of (a) Fe2O3 nanoparticles; (b) Au nanoparticles; (c) and core–




        Magnetically active gold nanostars with Fe3O4 cores have been synthesized by the 
seeded deposition onto core–shell Fe3O4–Au nanoparticles, starting from iron-oxide 
nanoparticles of 12.8 nm coated with an ultrathin (1,3 nm) layer of gold as reported by 
Zhong and coworkers.31 The core ̶ shell nanoparticles were treated with CTAB, HAuCl4, 
AgNO3 and ascorbic acid as a reducing agent to produce Au nanostars of roughly 100 nm 




Figure 1.15. TEM images of (a) iron-oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles; (b) and Au nanostars 







Table. 1.2 Shell formation by the seedless deposition of Au onto iron-oxide cores. 





γ-Fe2O3 Citrate Water -- HAuCl4 NH2OH 
(iterative 
reduction) 




Water  HAuCl4 NH2OH 
 
25 8 









Fe3O4 citrate Water Homo-
cysteine 
HAuCl4 Citrate 25 35 
Fe3O4  TX-100 Water TX-100 HAuCl4 Glucose  60 6 
γ-Fe2O3 Oleic acid Toluene Oleylamine C10 thiol-
coated Au 
NPs 
n/a 149 32,33 



















1.5 Synthesis of Magnetic Gold Nanoclusters 
        In this chapter, we describe a green and highly reproducible approach for the 
aqueous synthesis of composite magnetic gold nanoclusters (MGNCs) with strong 
absorption at NIR wavelengths as well as strong response to magnetic field gradients. Two 
significant advantages in the synthesis of MGNCs over previously described methods 
include: (1) the preparation of colloidal nanoclusters in water without amphiphilic 
surfactants, and (2) the use of mild reducing agents such as N-methylhydroxylamine 
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(NMH) or ascorbic acid for the efficient reduction of Au onto colloidal Fe3O4, as described 
in Scheme 1.1.   
 
 
Scheme 1.1. Aqueous synthesis of magnetically active gold NPs. Colloidal Fe3O4 prepared 
by coprecipitation (Eq. 1) was successively treated with mPEG-DTC (Eq. 2) and histidine, 
followed by the seeded reduction of HAuCl4 (Eq. 3).  
 
1.5.1 Materials and Methods 
       All materials were obtained from commercial sources and used as received, unless 
otherwise noted. Deionized water was obtained from an ultrafiltration system (Milli-Q, 
Millipore) with a measured resistivity above 18 MΩ·cm, and passed through a 0.22-μm 
filter to remove particulate matter. CS2 was used as supplied and stored with minimum 
exposure to air. 
  Au–Fe3O4 MGNCs were characterized by TEM using a FEI Tecnai-T20 electron 
microscope, and by optical extinction spectroscopy using a Cary-50 visible-NIR 
spectrophotometer (Varian) in transmission mode. All TEM samples were prepared by 
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floating the carbon-coated grid on top of the MGNC dispersion for 30 min, then allowing 
the grid to dry in air for at least 60 minutes prior to analysis. SERS spectra were acquired 
at an excitation wavelength of 785 nm using a single-point confocal Raman microscope 
with a laser power of 20 mW at the sample and exposure times of up to 100 sec without 
detrimental effects. X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed using a Siemens 
D500 x-ray diffractometer equipped with a Cu-Kα source (λ=1.54056 Å). 
MGNC sizes were measured by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) using a 
Nanosight LM-10 (Malvern Instruments) with 405-nm laser excitation and distilled water 
stored in polyethylene containers. Data analysis was supported by NTA v.3.0 (Malvern). 
The imaging chamber was cleaned with acetone and a microfiber cloth prior to use, then 
rinsed until no background signals were observed. Water was displaced from the NTA 
chamber with a sterile plastic syringe just prior to use and replaced with a dilute analyte 
solution. Three tracking videos were collected per sample: 50 μL of fresh solution was 
injected in between each run to prevent particles from settling, followed by a 60-second 
recording at a shutter speed of 700 and a gain of 400. A minimum of 2000 particle tracks 
were recorded, which yielded hydrodynamic size (dh) values based on mode peak analysis. 
Optimized parameters for video analysis (advanced mode) included a detection threshold 
of 18, a 9 × 9 blur setting, and automated settings for track length and minimum particle 
size. Finally, calibration measurements on standardized-100 nm polystyrene beads were 





1.5.2 Synthesis of Iron-oxide Nanoparticles 
       Iron oxide (Fe3O4) nanoparticles were synthesized by co-precipitation using a 
slightly modified method.36 In this process, FeCl3 and FeCl2 tetrahydrate (weight ratio of 
2.8:1 and molar ratio of 1.4:1) were dissolved in 5 mL of degassed, deionized water, then 
added dropwise to 15 mL of degassed 28% aqueous NH4OH (8 M). Inert atmosphere 
(anaerobic) conditions were maintained during the addition of iron solution to a flask 
containing NH4OH, with the latter immersed in a sonication bath. Iron-oxide nanoparticles 
formed in the solution were subjected to vortex mixing, then exposed to a hand-held NeFeB 
magnet for colloidal precipitation, followed by decantation of soluble iron-oxide as well as 
colloidal iron oxide that had a weak response to the magnetic field gradient. This process 
was performed several times until the filtrate was clear and colorless, then finally 
redispersed in deionized water. The dry weight of the Fe3O4 nanoparticles could be 
obtained after drying in an oven for quantitative analysis, but was otherwise used 
immediately without drying in the next step. 
 
1.5.3 Functionalization of Iron-Oxide Nanoparticles 
        Iron-oxide nanoparticles (up to 8 mg per batch) were treated with freshly prepared 
mPEG-dithiocarbamate (DTC), formed in situ by the addition of CS2 (1 equiv) to 5-kDa 
mPEG-NH2 in dry methanol (1 mL of a 4 mM solution). The mPEG-NH2 solution was 
stirred for 10 minutes prior to adding freshly distilled CS2, which was stirred for another 
10 minutes. One equivalent of triethylamine was then added and allowed to stir for 30 
minutes, followed by absorption spectroscopy to confirm DTC formation (λmax = 250, 298 
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nm). mPEG-DTC solutions were then added to freshly washed and redispersed Fe3O4 
nanoparticles in water. 
 
1.5.4 Synthesis of Magnetic Gold Nanoclusters (MGNCs) 
      In a typical procedure, 1 mg of mPEG-DTC-treated Fe3O4 nanoparticles was 
dispersed in 4 mL of a 1 mg/mL aqueous solution of L-histidine. The pH of the mixture 
was adjusted to pH 5–6 using 0.1 M HCl solution, then incubated for 1 hour at room 
temperature. 45 µL of a 1% w/v HAuCl4 solution was diluted to 1 mL using deionized 
water, then adjusted to pH 9–10 using 1 M NaOH. 300 µL of the magnetic nanoparticle 
solution was then added to the NaAuCl4 solution, allowed to sit for 20 minutes, then treated 
with 120 µL of 20 mM N-methylhydroxylamine or ascorbic acid to initiate reduction. 
 
1.5.5 Removal of Excess Gold and Iron Oxide from MGNCs 
The MGNCs were responsive to field gradients produced by handheld NeFeB 
magnets, enabling their facile separation and decantation from magnetically unresponsive 
gold NPs within a 15–20 minute period (Figure 1.16). Redispersing the retentate into water 
(twice the original volume) with brief sonication and repeating this cycle twice more 
yielded MGNCs that were essentially devoid of all non-magnetic NPs.  Excess Fe3O4 was 
dissolved by treatment with 0.5 M diethanol-DTC (DE-DTC) in methanol, which was 
freshly prepared by dissolving diethanolamine (105 mg) in 1 mL of dry methanol followed 
by the addition of CS2 (30 µL) and stirring at room temperature for 30-45 min. Typically, 
20 µL of 0.5 M DE-DTC was used to treat 5 mL of re-suspended aqueous MGNCs at O.D. 
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0.4 (final DE-DTC concentration = 2 mM), and sonicated for several seconds. The solution 
was left to sit at room temperature for 1 hour before magnetic precipitation and washing 
with deionized water.  
 
  
Figure 1.16. As-synthesized MGNCs before and after magnetic precipitation, followed by 
redispersion in water using sonication. 
 
 
1.6 Results and Discussion 
       Magnetically active gold clusters (MGNCs) were synthesized by a seedless 
approach for shell growth inspired by Ref. 8, with the notable exception that our method 
uses only L-histidine and mPEG-DTC as surface modification agents, and does not require 
amphiphilic surfactants. The colloidal Fe3O4 responsible for the magnetic properties of Au ̶ 
Fe3O4 MGNCs was synthesized using the co-precipitation method.  A 1.4:1 molar ratio of 
FeCl3 to FeCl2·4 H2O was dissolved in degassed water and added dropwise to an aqueous 
NH4OH solution under sonication; the amount of colloidal Fe3O4 produced was on the 
order of 20 mg/mL. mPEG-DTC (mw 5000) was used to stabilize colloidal Fe3O4, which 
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was then treated with L-histidine and adjusted to a pH of 5–6, which corresponds to pKa2 
of L-histidine (monoprotonated to zwitterionic form; Fig. 1.17). This was then added to a 
solution of NaAuCl4 adjusted to pH 10, which was reduced and deposited in seedless 
fashion onto colloidal His–mPEG-DTC–Fe3O4 by addition of ascorbic acid or N-
methylhydroxylamine (Scheme 1.2). 
 
 
Figure 1.17. Different pKa’s for L-histidine: pKa1= 2.3, pKa2 = 6.0 and pKa3 = 9.6.26 
 
 
Scheme 1.2. Three-step approach for the aqueous synthesis of MGNCs.  
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The iron-oxide nanoparticles (Fe3O4 NPs) synthesized by co-precipitation appeared 
to form stable dispersions in aqueous solution, however their morphologies were poorly 
defined upon inspection by TEM (Figure 1.18). Analysis of the dry powder by XRD 
revealed the material to be crystalline, with lattice planes corresponding to that of Fe3O4. 
 
 
Figure 1.18. (a) Magnetic collection of Fe3O4 NPs, prepared by co-precipitation. (b) TEM 
images of the washed Fe3O4 NPs after sonication. (c) XRD analysis of Fe3O4 NPs. 
 
 
       The Fe3O4 NPs were treated with PEG-DTC (mw 5 kDa) for further stabilization. 
The PEG-DTC-coated Fe3O4 NPs were then treated with L-histidine at pH 5–6, 
corresponding to the monoprotonated form (Figure 1.17). The mPEG-functionalized NPs 
were again easily collected and redispersed in aqueous solution, however their 





Figure 1.19. (a) Schematic representation of chemical reaction involved in mPEG-DTC 
synthesis and functionalization Fe3O4 NPs. (b) Absorption spectroscopy of mPEG-DTC 





1.6.1 MGNC Formation as a Function of Au:Fe Mole Ratio 
The seedless reduction of gold chloride onto mPEG-DTC-Fe3O4 NPs was mediated 
by ascorbic acid or N-methylhydroxylamine (NMH), and was performed at room 
temperature over a period of 4 hours.  The reduction process was monitored by changes in 
color to a purplish-blue hue, an indication of nanocluster formation. The deposition of gold 
onto histidine-treated Fe3O4 NPs was optimized to support absorption at NIR wavelengths, 
based on the localized surface plasmon resonance modes in the MGNCs. 
Several experiments were conducted to maximize the Fe3O4 content in the MGNCs, 
in order to achieve a higher magnetic moment. Namely, different mole ratios of gold 
(AuCl4) to iron (based on Fe3O4) were tested to see their effect on nanocluster formation 
and size distribution; in addition, the pH of the AuCl4 solution was varied from 7 to 11.  
       In one set of experiments, the weight of the His–mPEG-DTC–Fe3O4 NPs was kept 
constant at 25 µg while the amounts of HAuCl4 were 1.2, 1.8, and 2.7 mg (initial Au:Fe 
mole ratio = 12, 18, and 27). The MGNCs that were obtained were subjected to sonication 
prior to TEM analysis, which indicated that higher Au:Fe ratios resulted in more Au 





Figure 1.20. TEM images of MGNCs prepared with different initial Au:Fe mole ratios: (a) 




In another set of experiments, the amount of Fe3O4 NPs was kept constant at 75 µg 
while the amounts of HAuCl4 were 0.6, 1.2, 1.8,  and 2.7 mg (initial Au:Fe mole ratio = 2, 
4, 6, and 9), this time using ascorbic acid as the reducing agent. The TEM images indicate 
that the amount of excess Fe3O4 NPs decreases with increasing Au:Fe mole ratio (Figure 
1.21).  The optimal initial Au:Fe mole ratio was determined to be 9, which produced 





Figure 1.21. TEM images of MGNCs prepared with different initial mole ratios of Au:Fe, 




        In a third set of experiments, HAuCl4 was kept constant (2.7 mg) while the amounts 
of Fe3O4 NPs were 25, 50 and 75 µg (initial Au:Fe mole ratios = 27, 13.5, and 9), using 
ascorbic acid as reducing agent for all three conditions (Figure 1.22a–c) and also NMH for 
the third condition (Figure 1.22d). TEM characterization of the resulting MGNCs indicated 
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that using ascorbic as reducing agent produced relatively narrow size distributions for the 
first two conditions, but not the third; however, replacing ascorbic acid with NMH also 
permitted mixtures with the highest amount of Fe (Au:Fe mole ratio =9) to produce 
uniform, raspberry-like MGNCs (Figure 1.22d). 
 
 
Figure 1.22. (a–c) TEM images of MGNCs prepared with a constant amount of Au and 
ascorbic acid as reducing agent, using different Au:Fe mole ratios: (a) 27;  (b) 13.5; (c) 9. 
(d) Same condition as (c), but using N-methylhydroxylamine as reducing agent.   
 
 
1.6.2 Effect of pH on MGNC Formation 
       In this study, the amounts of HAuCl4 and Fe3O4 NPs were kept constant (initial 
Au:Fe mole ratio = 9) but the pH of the AuCl4 solution was varied from 7 to 11. The TEM 
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images of the reaction performed at pH 7 ̶ 8 revealed incomplete formation of MGNCs 
with aggregated, poorly dispersed structures, but reactions performed at pH 8 ̶ 10 were 
found to produce stable dispersions of MGNCs having the desired sizes and shapes, and 
with a relatively narrow size distribution. For reactions conducted at pH 10 ̶ 11, MGNCs 
were produced with a wide size distribution (Figure 1.23). 
 
 
Figure 1.23. TEM images of MGNCs synthesized at different pH: (a) pH 7 ̶ 8, (b) pH 8 ̶ 9, 
(c) pH 9 ̶ 10, (d) pH 10 ̶ 11. 
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1.6.3 Effect of Reducing Agent on MGNC Synthesis 
       In this set of experiments, the amounts of AuCl4 and Fe3O4 NPs were kept constant 
(initial Au:Fe mole ratio = 9) while the reducing agent was varied.  TEM samples were 
prepared before and after magnetic precipitation to account for the presence of 
magnetically unresponsive materials (Figure 1.24). In general, MGNCs formed by 
reduction with either ascorbic acid or NMH were reproducible with relatively narrow size 
distributions. Magnetic precipitation permitted the separation of non-magnetic gold NPs, a 
step in the preparation of clean MGNCs.  
 
 
Figure 1.24. (a,b) MGNCs prepared using ascorbic acid or NMH as reducing agent, before 
magnetic precipitation; (c,d) MGNCs after magnetic precipitation. Bar = 20 nm. 
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1.6.4 Optimized Synthesis and Characterization of MGNCs  
  With optimized conditions in hand, the final step in MGNC synthesis could be 
performed on a larger scale. 100 µL of a 1 wt% HAuCl4 solution was diluted to 3.4 mL, 
then adjusted to pH 9–10 by careful titration with 5 M NaOH. This was treated with 1 mL 
of mPEG-DTC–His-MNP as previously described, and was kept at room temperature for 
about 20 min before adding a 100 µL aliquot of 20 mM aqueous NMH and vortex mixing. 
Additional aliquots of NMH were introduced every 20 min thereafter until a change in 
color was observed (typically by the third addition). The reaction mixture was then kept 
aside at room temperature for 24 hrs to produce the desired MGNCs, along with residual 
iron oxide.  
  To remove the excess Fe3O4, the as-prepared MGNCs were treated with a digestive 
solution comprised of diethanoldithiocarbamate (DE-DTC), prepared by mixing 
diethanolamine and CS2 in a 2:1 ratio in methanol (0.5 M stock solution, see Section 1.5.5 
for details). The final particle size distribution of the DE-DTC treated MGNCs was 
obtained by TEM image analysis (dav = 95 nm) and nanoparticle tracking analysis (dh = 
103 nm), which indicated a unimodal hydrodynamic size (Figure 1.25). 
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Figure 1.25. (a,b) TEM images of MGNCs before and after treatment with DE-DTC. (c) 
Particle size analysis of DE-DTC cleansed MGNCs using TEM (dav = 95 nm, N = 150) and 
NTA mode peak analysis (dh = 103 ± 2 nm; standard error over 3 runs). 
 
 
1.6.5 Physical Properties of MGNCs 
  The final MGNCs were analysed using ICP-MS, which revealed an Au:Fe mole 
ratio of 35.5, which was surprisingly high given the starting Au:Fe mole ratio of 9. 
Nevertheless, the MGNCs responded well to magnetic field gradients produced by 
handheld NeFeB magnets producing gradients on the order of 1–3 kG/cm (Figure 1.26a). 
Optical analysis of the MGNCs indicated a broad plasmon resonance band with significant 
extinction between 600 and 900 nm (Figure 1.26b). 
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Figure 1.26. Magnetic and optical properties of aqueous dispersions of MGNCs cleansed 
with DE-DTC. (a) MGNCs responding to a handheld magnet (15-30 min time interval); 
(b) optical extinction spectrum of MGNCs with a broad plasmon resonance past 600 nm. 
 
 
       To confirm the gold coating on MGNCs, electron diffraction patterns were 
obtained and analyzed to provide lattice spacing values and intensities (Figure 1.27). These 
compared well with the lattice spacings for fcc-Au, obtained by x-ray analysis (λ =1.54056 
Å, JCPDS #04-0784; Table 1.3). 
 
Table 1.3. Comparison of electron diffraction data with reference values.  




h      k      l 
1 2.3368 127 2.3550 100 1      1     1 
2 2.0349 49 2.0390 52 2      0     0 
3 1.4261 50 1.4420 32 2      2     0 
4 1.2155 40 1.2300 36 3      1     1 
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Figure 1.27. Electron diffraction pattern of MGNCs, revealing lattice spacings for fcc-Au. 
 
 
1.6.6 Control Experiments 
       To test the importance of mPEG-DTC and L-histidine in MGNC formation, 
experiments were performed using mPEG-DTC-functionalized Fe3O4 NPs without 
histidine, and histidine-treated Fe3O4 NPs without mPEG-DTC, prior to addition of 
HAuCl4 and reducing agent. In the first case, TEM analysis showed mostly small (<20 nm) 
Au NPs and no evidence of MGNCs, although the final dispersion was quite stable and the 
mixture of iron-oxide and core–shell nanoclusters was magnetically responsive (Figure 
1.28). In the second case, TEM analysis indicated aggregate formation (i.e. seeded Au NP 
growth on His-functionalized Fe3O4) but no evidence of appropriately sized MGNCs; in 




Figure 1.28. TEM images of control experiments: (a) nanoparticles produced without L-
His treatment of mPEG-DTC-coated Fe3O4 NPs; (b) nanoparticle aggregates produced 
without mPEG-DTC treatment of L-His coated Fe3O4 NPs.        
 
 
Extinction spectra of the products from the control experiments indicated a plasmon 
peak <600 nm, indicating that the Au NPs were not fully isolated but amalgamated with 
residual Fe3O4. In comparison, fully formed MGNCs exhibited a broad absorption across 




Figure 1.29. NIR extinction coefficients for the nanocluster solutions with standard 





       A practical and green synthesis for MGNCs has been achieved and optimized, 
resulting in magnetically responsive, NIR-absorbing particles with mean size distributions 
ranging from 80 to 100 nm.  Nonmagnetic Au and residual iron oxide could be removed 
by magnetic precipitation of MGNCs and treatment with DE-DTC, with little to no effect 
on the size or physical characteristics of the desired materials. Applications of MGNCs 
will be discussed in the next two chapters.
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CHAPTER 2 APPLICATION OF MAGNETICALLY ACTIVE GOLD 




Brominated flame retardants (BFRs) are used in plastics, printed circuit boards 
(PCBs) and electronic equipment. Among the BFR family, tetrabromobisphenol A 
(TBBPA) is a top choice as a flame retardant material, and presently occupies 60% of the 
total BFR market. TBBPA is primarily used as a reactive flame retardant in PCBs.  These 
PCBs are also a major component in e-waste, with the strong possibility of TBBPA 
leaching into aquatic ecosystems. TBBPA is also used as additive in several types of 
polymers, and can be readily released into the waste stream. According to the Bromine 
Science and Environmental Forum (BSEF) report in 2001, 58% of TBBPA is found in 
epoxy, polycarbonate, or phenolic resins, 18% of it is used in the production of TBBPA 
derivatives and oligomers, and 18% is used as an additive flame retardant in the 
production of acrylonitrile–butadiene–styrene (ABS) resins.     
 
2.1.1 Toxicity Studies of TBBPA 
Like other BFRs, TBBPA is toxic and has endocrine-disrupting activity. TBBPA 
is shown to induce cytotoxicity by disrupting Ca2+ homeostasis. TBBPA has been shown 
to induce reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation, increase intracellular Ca2+, and 
stimulate the release of extracellular glutamate from cerebellar granulocytes.1  TBBPA 
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has also been found to be widely distributed in phospholipid membranes, and alters their 
biophysical properties by decreasing its permeability to ions.2 The molecular structure of 
TBBPA is similar to that of thyroxine, a thyroid hormone, with the replacement of iodine 
substituents with bromine on the aromatic rings. TBBPA strongly competes with 
thyroxine to bind to transthyretin, which can lead to altered growth and development. To 
demonstrate the antagonist effect of TBBPA towards thyroxine, an in vivo experiment 
conducted with juvenile R. rugosa (tadpoles) revealed a triiodothyronine (T3)-induced tail 
shortening effect at very low concentrations (10 nM).3,4 
Several experimental studies have confirmed the endocrine-disrupting activity of 
TBBPA and other BFRs. One such study monitored the sublethal toxicity of TBBPA in 
Wistar rats over a period of 7 weeks, and showed that TBBPA increased the male gonad 
weight and reproductive hormones. 5 TBBPA has also be shown to have adverse effects 
on developmental and reproductive biology in zebrafish, namely by interfering with 
thyroid and vitamin A homeostasis.6 Several BFR-related compounds have been studied 
for their effects on gene expression. For example, TBBPA and other BFRs are known to 
increase CYP21 gene expression by 40%, which in turn effects the production of 
androgens and corticosteroids, due to lack of substrate.7 The effects of TBBPA and BPA 
were studied in quail and chicken embryos, with the former causing high mortality rates 
at lower concentrations relative to the latter.8 
 
2.1.2 Challenges in the Detection of TBBPA 
The solubility of TBBPA in water is very low (1 µg/L); despite this, it is widely 
distributed in the environment. For example, a number of rivers in Asia and the 
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Netherlands have been reported to be contaminated with TBBPA in both dissolved and 
sediment form.9,10 The low aqueous solubility of TBBPA makes its detection in 
ecosystems challenging, with most methods requiring either solid or liquid-phase 
extraction, prior to analysis with GC-MS, LC-MS or molecularly imprinted 
polymers (MIP) systems.11,12,13 The limit of detection (LOD) reported for TBBPA using 
LC-MS is about 230 pM.14 
 
2.2 Surface-Enhanced Raman Spectroscopy (SERS) 
SERS is a powerful molecular vibrational spectroscopy technique that is capable 
of detecting analytes at very low concentrations, by the amplification of Raman vibration 
bands of molecules close to the surfaces of nanostructured noble metals. Metal substrates 
with nanosized crevices or sharp features are able to generate local but intense 
electromagnetic fields by the excitation of surface plasmons, which can be coupled with 
optical absorption or emission modes and enhance their cross sections by several orders 
of magnitude. A variety of substrates have been designed and evaluated for the trace 
detection of analytes by SERS. Examples include: (i) cysteine-functionalized gold 
nanoparticles (GNPs) that can form Meisenheimer complexes with trinitrotoluene (TNT), 
enabling a LOD as low as 2 pM;15 (ii) PEI-functionalized nanoporous alumina 
membranes loaded with GNPs, for detection of TNT at zeptomolar concentrations in 
aqueous solutions (Figure 2.1);16 (iii) PDMS-based microfluidic channels with hollow 
GNPs for immunoglobulin (IgG) detection, with efficiencies comparable to enzyme-
linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA);17 (iv)  ZnO nanorods decorated with Ag NPs for 




Figure 2.1. (a) Nanoporous alumina membranes with gold nanoparticle aggregates. (b) 
SEM image of gold nanoparticles inside channel. (c) SERS detection of trinitrotoluene 
(TNT). Adapted from Ref. 16. 
 
 
2.2.1 Magnetically Responsive Nanoparticles for SERS Detection 
SERS-active materials can be further empowered by adding a magnetic 
component. This enables nanoparticles with adsorbed analytes to be concentrated into a 
small area for Raman analysis; the magnetically induced aggregation also generates new 
“hot spots” for greater SERS activity. Magnetically active substrates are particularly 
useful for the SERS detection of trace analystes. For example, silver-coated magnetite–
carbon microspheres have been used to detect persistent organic pollutants like 
pentachlorophenol, diethylhexyl phthalate (DEHP) and trinitrotoluene (TNT) at LODs in 




Figure 2.2. (a) Non-specific extraction and detection of analytes using SERS, (b) SERS 
of pentachorophenol, di-2-ethylhexylpthalate and TNT using Fe3O4@C@Ag nanoparticle 




SERS-active magnetic NPs have also been used for multiplex detection, by taking 
advantage of the fact that numerous analytes produce unique Raman signatures. In one 
such study, multiple analytes could be extracted and detected simultaneously using 
alkanethiol-modified Fe3O4–Ag magnetic NPs  for the extraction and SERS detection of 
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Figure 2.3).20  Fe2O3–Au nanoparticles have 
also been used for the separation of antigen–antibody complexes with characterization by 
SERS,21,22 and for the separation, detection, and lysis of multidrug-resistant bacteria 
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(MDRB).23 MDRB infections are a leading cause of death, creating a demand for 





Figure 2.3. (a) Extraction of PAHs analytes and detection using SERS, (b) Multiplex 
SERS detection of pyrene, phenanthrene, anthracene and benz(a)pyrene (bap). (c) 






2.3 Design and Validation of MGNC-based Nanosensor for SERS 
In this chapter, we describe the use of MGNCs as SERS-based nanosensor for the 
sensitive detection of tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBPA), a flame retardant with low 
solubility in water. TBBPA is widely used to combat forest fires and as an additive in 
electronic devices, but has been associated with neuro - and thyroid toxicity24, 25 and is 
currently under watch by the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA). To promote the 
adsorption of TBBPA and other organic analytes from aqueous solutions, the MGNCs are 
first treated with DMAP, which gives the metal surface an amphiphilic character. In 
addition to TBBPA, the DMAP-coated MGNCs are able to detect several other organic 
pollutants such as carbofuran (CF) and 4,4’-dibromobiphenyl (DBB). However, the 
DMAP-coated MGNCs have an especially high affinity for TBBPA, which we attribute 
to a favorable supramolecular interaction as shown in Fig. 2.4.  
 
 










Au–Fe3O4 MGNCs were characterized by FEI Tecnai-T20 transmission electron 
microscope (TEM). Optical extinction spectra were obtained using a Cary-50 visible-NIR 
spectrophotometer (Varian) in transmission mode. SERS spectra were acquired using a 
custom-built, single-point Raman microscope equipped with a 20 X objective, operating 
at 785 nm with a laser power of 20 mW and a total exposure time of 100 seconds. 
 
2.5 Materials and Methods 
  All materials were obtained from commercial sources and used as received, unless 
otherwise noted. Deionized water was obtained from an ultrafiltration system (Milli-Q, 
Millipore) with a measured resistivity above 18 MΩ·cm, and passed through a 0.22-μm 
filter to remove particulate matter. CS2 was used as supplied and stored with minimum 
exposure to air. MGNCs synthesis cleaning and characterization was discussed in chapter 
1, sections 1.8.10–.8.12. 
 
2.5.1 Surface Functionalization and SERS Analysis 
To evaluate the SERS sensitivity of the system, a 20-µL aqueous suspension 
containing MGNCs was deposited onto a quartz slide (cleaned with aqua regia and/or 
treated with an oxygen plasma), followed by magnetic focusing and drying in air.  To 
prepare DMAP-coated MGNCs, the Au ̶ Fe3O4 nanoclusters were first treated with 
diethanol-DTC (DE-DTC; formed in situ from diethanolamine and CS2) to remove 
excess iron oxide, then magnetically precipitated and redispersed in an aqueous 1-nM 
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DMAP solution. The MGNCs were vortex-mixed for about 30 seconds and left standing 
at room temperature for 30 minutes, then subjected to magnetic precipitation to separate 
the NPs from excess DMAP. The DMAP-MGNCs were redispersed in a solution 
containing organic analyte (TBBPA (10–100 pM), BPA (1.3 mM), CF (1 µM), or DBB 
(1 nM), vortex-mixed for 30 seconds. then left standing for 30 minutes. The MGNCs 
were resubjected to magnetic precipitation, then redispersed in 1 mL of water prior to 
deposition onto quartz slides. 
   
2.5.2 DFT and Data Correlation Analysis  
The Raman spectrum of a DMAP–Au complex was simulated using Gaussian03, 
with geometry optimization using the B3LYP method and LANL2DZ basis set. Data 
correlation analysis was based on changes in Raman peak signals with or without 
TBBPA, using 50 spectra for each condition. Spectral differences were evaluated by two-
dimensional correlation analysis using SPSS software, based on select data points in the 
DMAP-MGNC spectra. Data selection was optimized by maximizing the contrast in 
relative signal intensity for 6 regions of interest (in cm-1): (A) 850–870, (B’) 920–970, 
(B) 1000–1016, (C’) 1050–1090, (C) 1120–1150, (D’) 1190–1230, and (D) 1210–1270. 








2.6 Results and Discussion 
  The motivation for this study was to exploit the magnetic-field induced generation 
of “hot spots” for SERS (Figure 2.5), based on the mild and green synthesis of MGNCs 
(see Chapter 1). All SERS spectra were obtained after magnetic precipitation and drying 
of the MGNCs. 
 
 
Figure 2.5. Trace analyte detection using magnetic gold nanoclusters (MGNCs) as field-




2.6.1 Cleaning of MGNC surfaces 
  Initial analysis of freshly prepared MGNCs revealed some background signal 
between 900–1260 cm-1, which we attributed to surface iron oxide and possibly histidine. 
Treatment of the MGNCs with DE-DTC removed this residual material, and 
subsequently eliminated any associated peaks in the region of interest. Importantly, DE-
DTC itself did not generate SERS signals in this spectral region, making it ideal for 




Figure 2.6. DE-DTC cleaning of MGNCs. (a) In situ formation of DE-DTC; (b) water-
soluble complex with ferric ion; (c) SERS spectra of MGNCs before and after treatment 




2.6.2 Surface Functionalization of MGNCs with dialkyl DTCs 
  Several attempts were made to identify hydrophobic ligands for extracting 
TBBPA, such as dibenzyldithiocarbamate (dibenzyl-DTC) or dibutyldithiocarbamate 
(dibutyl-DTC). However, these were fruitless due to hydrophobic aggregation: MGNCs 
were quickly stuck to the walls of the glass vial, and could not be readily redispersed. 
Signals from the SERS spectra of the coated MGNCs were found to be weak, mostly due 




Figure 2.7. (a,b) Synthesis of dibenzyl-DTC and adsorption onto MGNCs. (c,d) Synthesis 
of dibutyl-DTC and adsorption onto MGNCs. (e) MGNCs treated with 2 mM dibutyl-




2.6.3 Surface Functionalization of MGNCs with DMAP 
   We then considered DMAP as an amphiphilic alternative to the hydrophobic 
DTCs. MGNCs were treated with aqueous solutions of DMAP ranging from 1 mM to 10 
fM. SERS peaks at 1020, 1070, 1130, and 1230 cm-1 were reproducibly obtained using 1 





(Figure 2.8a). Spectral reproducibility was confirmed by preparing 7 different DMAP-
MGNC samples with multiple spectra taken from different areas, for a total of 50 




Figure 2.8. (a) SERS plot of MGNCs treated with different DMAP concentrations (1 µM 








2.6.4 Independent Confirmation of SERS Signals from DMAP 
  To determine whether any of the SERS signals were produced from Raman 
vibrations not related to DMAP, we used an alternative SERS substrate made from 
nanoporous gold leaf (NPG),26 and also used DFT calculations to simulate the SERS 
spectrum of DMAP coordinated to Au. These comparisons validated our hypothesis that 
the SERS spectra from the MGNCs were indeed generated by DMAP (Figure 2.9). 
 
 
Figure 2.9. Confirmation of SERS signals for DMAP. (a) SERS spectrum of DMAP-
MGNCs (1 pM) on cleaned MGNCs; (b) SERS spectrum of DMAP adsorbed on NPG 







  The DFT analysis also gave important insights how the Raman spectrum of 
DMAP might change in the presence of closely associated analytes. DFT analysis of 
DMAP suggested that vibrational modes at 960, 1078 and 1206 cm-1 could be assigned to 
ring deformation, whereas 1008, 1142 and 1258 cm-1 could correspond to trigonal ring 
breathing, methyl rocking and in-plane C-H bending modes respectively (Figure 2.10). 
 
 
Figure 2.10. (a) DFT-generated Raman spectrum for DMAP; (b) DFT-simulated 







2.6.5 SERS Signals of DMAP-MGNCs in the presence of TBBPA 
  The adsorption of TBBPA onto MGNCs coated with DMAP was then 
investigated, using changes in SERS intensity at 820, 950, 1070, and 1220 cm-1. These 
regions were considered to be sensitive to supramolecular interactions between TBBPA 
and the surface-bound DMAP. To determine whether TBBPA might contribute directly 
to the SERS spectrum, were examined the adsorption of TBBPA onto clean NPG leaf by 
SERS, which produced a LOD of 1 nM. In comparison, MGNCs coated with DMAP had 
much higher sensitivity, and could detect TBBPA at 100-fold lower concentration than 
unmodified NPG leaf. A limit of detection study for TBBPA in water was then conducted 
using MGNCs treated with 1 nM DMAP, yielding a LOD of 10 pM (Figure 2.11). 
 
 
Figure 2.11. (a) SERS spectra of freshly prepared NPG treated with 1 μM TBBPA in 
50% MeOH (blue; * = peaks unique to TBBPA); NPG treated with 1 nM TBBPA 
(green); DMAP-modified MGNCs treated with 100 pM TBBPA (red); DMAP-modified 
MGNCs recovered from water (black); (b) supramolecular extraction of TBBPA; (c) 
DMAP-modified MGNCs treated with 10 pM TBBPA (red), DMAP-modified MGNCs 





2.6.6 Reproducibility of SERS Detection 
  Reproducibility of supramolecular based SERS approach for our system was 
proved by collecting about 50 data sets for DMAP-MGNCs in the presence of 100 pM 
TBBPA, out of which 44 data plots are correlated (the remaining six were saturated by 
nonspecific fluorescence). Similarly, 12 data sets were collected for DMAP-MGNCs in 




Figure 2.12. (a) SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs exposed to 100 pM TBBPA 
(N= 42) & (b) 10 pM TBBPA (N=11). 
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  Addition of TBBPA caused the suppression of several Raman bands assigned to 
DMAP (A–D; grey), while other bands were retained or strengthened (B’–D’; light red). 
These changes are attributed to the influence of supramolecular adsorption on vibrational 
modes A–D, as no signals associated with TBBPA itself were observed. To establish the 
reliability of spectral changes, we applied a two-dimensional correlational analysis to the 
spectral regions of interest. The low number of unique points in the scatter plot reflects a 
high degree of reproducibility in the acquisition of SERS data (Figure 2.13). 
 
 
Figure 2.13. (a) Averaged SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs exposed to 100 pM 
TBBPA (N = 42, red), 10 pM TBBPA (N = 11, blue), or pure water (N = 44, black); (b) 
Two-dimensional correlation plot for DMAP-modified MGNCs treated with water (black 
squares, N = 44), 100 pM TBBPA (red circles, N = 42), or 10 pM TBBPA (blue 




2.6.7 Validation of SERS Sensors  
  The specificity of signal changes related to TBBPA adsorption was further 
confirmed by analysing several other trace organic analytes, namely Bisphenol A (BPA), 
carbofuran (CF), and dibromobiphenyl (DBB). A similar concentration of DMAP (1 nM) 
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was used to coat the surfaces of MGNCs, prior to analyte exposure. The solubility of 
BPA is relatively high compared to other analytes (1 mM), whereas that of DBB was 
similar to TBBPA (1 nM). Exposing DMAP-MGNCs to BPA introduced new peaks 
(presumably related to BPA) but did not result in any spectral changes to the DMAP 
signals, even at millimolar concentrations. We thus assume that BPA was not sufficiently 
attracted to surface-bound DMAP to form a well-defined complex (Figure 2.14). 
 
 
Figure 2.14. SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs exposed to 1.3 mM BPA (top 4 




  Changes in the SERS spectrum of DMAP-MGNCs was observed in the case of 
the analytes CF and DBB. (Figure 2.15). Interestingly, these changes are different from 





Figure 2.15. SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs exposed to trace (<1 nM) DBB 
(N = 3, blue) and 1 μM CF (N = 3, green); 100 pM TBBPA (red) and untreated DMAP-






















  MGNCs were found to be useful SERS substrates when coated with DMAP, and 
could provide highly reproducible detection of TBBPA in aqueous solutions, a known 
environmental pollutant.  DMAP-MGNCs were also successful at extracting other 
hydrophobic analysts like CF and DBB from water but was less useful for the sensitive 
detection with BPA, a highly water-soluble contaminant. The reproducible limit of 
detections of various analytes using MGNCs have been established for DMAP (1 pM), 
TBBPA (10 pM), CF (1 μM), and DBB (< 1 nM).  Extraction of TBBPA by DMAP-
MGNCs can be attributed to specific supramolecular interactions that result in the 
modulation of vibrational Raman modes from DMAP. The magnetic precipitation and  
hot spot generation is highly reproducible, supporting the utility of MGNCs for the 
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CHAPTER 3 MAGNETIC GOLD NANOCLUSTERS AS LASER-DRIVEN 





3.1.1 Mesoporous and Nanoporous Membranes 
Mesoporous membranes, are widely used for ultrafiltration. While the performance 
characteristics of such membranes have improved over the last few decades, there is still  
further need for improvement.1 Membranes with pore sizes ranging from 1 nm to 10 µm 
are desirable for separations technologies that remove impurities (e.g., purification), retain 
and concentrate valuable solute (e.g., low-abundance enzymes), and prevent contamination 
by microbial pathogens.2,3,4 Micro- or nanofluidic devices also employ nanoporous  
materials for the separation of biomolecules like proteins and nucleic acids although these 
technologies are still emerging.5 Nanoporous membranes are also featured in drug delivery 
applications in which controlled release of the drug  can be tuned by the diameter and 
tortuosity of the channels.6 Conical nanopore substrates can even be used to determine the 
size of individual DNA and RNA oligomers and their associated proteins.7              
Mesoporous substrates with regular channels of 20 nm to 1 µm in diameter are 
needed for micro-solid oxide fuel cells, where they can work as  supports for thin films and 
conductive gels.8,9 Membranes with pores in this size range are permeable to ions but 
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prevent physical contact between electrodes, and serve as separators in lithium-ion 
batteries which are now used in more than 90% of cell phones and portable computers.10 
Also, substrates with submicron pores are beneficial as templates for the production of 
nanopillar arrays, which in turn can serve as flexible substrates for applications in 
photovoltaics and solar energy harvesting. 11 Multifunctional nanoporous films offer, a 
creative direction toward next-generation technologies: for example solid-state nanoporous 
films can be filled with supramolecular structures to generate new classes of stimuli-
responsive materials for use in nanofluidic technologies.12,13 
 
3.1.2 Generation of Nanoporous Membranes 
Several methods have been reported for creating micro- or nano-sized pores in 
polymer films: ion-track etching, “breath figures” templates, imprint lithography, focused 
ion and electron beams, melt extrusion followed by annealing and uniaxial extension, gel 
technology using solvent and high temperature, salt-embedded polymer composites 
followed by aqueous dissolution, and laser-mediated optoporation. 
 
3.1.2.1 Ion-track Etching 
In this method latent tracks passing through several polymer films (e.g., PET, PC, 
and PVP) were created by irradiation with ions of heavy elements such as Xe and Bi. This 
is followed by a chemical etching process to make nanosized channels (Figure 
3.1).14,15,16,17,18,19 In many cases, surfactants were utilized to accelerate etching with alkali 
solution, which can take up to several hours.20 This method requires access to a cyclotron 
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(particle accelerator) and is sensitive to temperature during the etching process.21 However, 
this method can combined with masks to produce individual nanopores or control the 




Figure 3.1. SEM images of PET film treated with a Xe ion beam normal to the surface. 
Irradiated films were then treated under the following conditions: (a) etching with 6 M 
NaOH with a catalytic amount of anionic surfactant (film thickness 5 µm); (b) exposure to 
UV light, treated with 0.2 M NaOH at 80 ᴼC followed by 3 M NaOH with a 3% surfactant 
solution at 70 ᴼC (20 nm pore size, film thickness 10 µm); (c) etching with concentrated 
NaOH without surfactant (film thickness 5 µm), resulted in bow-tie shaped channels. 







3.1.2.2 “Breath Figures” Method 
This method can be used to fabricate highly ordered honeycomb pore structures by 
casting a polymer solution onto a substrate under a moist airflow. After evaporation of 
volatile solvent, honeycomb polymer films are obtained with the pores organized in a 
hexagonal array (Figure 3.2).23,24,25 The formation of ordered pores is known to be 
influenced by various parameters such as relative humidity (RH), temperature, solvent, the 
molecular structure and self-organization of polymers, and solute concentration.26 In some 
cases it is required to have uniform droplets of solutions cast onto the substrate.27 
 
 
Figure 3.2. SEM images of honeycomb lattice PM-b-PS films, fabricated via the “breath 
figures” method at 20 ᴼ C in 50% RH, with polymers of different Mn.  (PM=polymethylene, 
PS=polystyrene). (a) PM2k-b-PS10k; (b) PM2k-b-PS8k; (c) PM2k-b-PS5k; (d) PM2k-b-




3.1.2.3 Imprint Lithography 
In this method a die (commonly fabricated by photolithography) is stamped onto 
substrates to generate a shallow replicate, followed by chemical etching (Figure 3.3). 
Nanosized pits will result in high-aspect ratio channels that traverse the membrane.28 There 
have also been cases reported in which mechanical lithography has been used to produce 
channels with uniform distribution over a large surface area.29, 30 However, the need for 




Figure 3.3. (a) SEM image of a Ti/Au dot matrix on a silicon substrate fabricated using a 
lift-off process. (b) Dot pattern imprinted into polymethylmethacrylate film (PMMA). 






3.1.2.4 Focused Ion and Electron Beams 
Lo and coworkers were able to produce single nanopores using a commercial FIB 
system equipped with a scanning electron microscope (SEM). This technique has been 
referred to as ion-beam sculpting, and can produce pore sizes as small as 5 nm in diameter 
(Figure 3.4).31 However, it can only make one pore at a time and cannot generate pores 




Figure 3.4. SEM images of fabricated pores using the ion-beam sculpting technique. 
Nanopores of diameters (a) 100 nm, (b) 40 nm, (c) 20 nm, and (d) 10 nm, were obtained 







3.1.2.5 Melt Extrusion Followed by Annealing and Uniaxial Extension 
A multi-step process of melt extrusion, annealing, uniaxial extension and thermo-
fixation has been developed to produce nanoporous polymer blocks. In this process 
annealing temperature and process time plays an important role to obtain optimal porous 
membrane. Stretching temperature to attain ideal uniaxial stretching, would result in 
optimal porous membrane. Both annealing and uniaxial stretching of the film effects the 
morphology, orientation and micro-porosity of the film. 32 Each of these conditions like 
melting, annealing, stretching have to be optimized based on the film composition. This 
technique has limited control on the shape of pores, but can be easily used for producing 
nanoporous composites. 
 
3.1.2.6 Gel Technology Using Solvent and High Temperature 
In this method, polymer films were immersed in a good solvent at elevated 
temperatures to produce a swollen state, then treated by a poor solvent (precipitator). This 
causes local phase separations, resulting in a large number of heterogeneous surface and 
volume voids and micro-cavities.33 This technique is applicable to certain kinds of polymer 
films that can withstand swelling to a gel-like state, and subsequent shrinkage upon 
treatment with poor solvents. 
 
3.1.2.7 Controlled Dissolution of Salt Embedded Polymers 
This is an interesting method which is applies specifically to polyethylene  ̶sodium 
chloride composites. Ultra high ̶ molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE) powder and 
dry NaCl are mixed thoroughly, and then annealed in to a polymer ̶ salt composite. The 
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NaCl is then dissolved in boiling water, leaving a porous structure (Figure 3.5).34  This 
method has limited control over pore structure, shape and channels are not fully formed; 
moreover, the porous polymer can also be contaminated by residual sodium chloride. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. SEM images of pores ultra high-molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE): 
(a) 60 % porosity, (b) 70 % porosity. Adapted from Ref. 34. 
 
 
3.1.2.8 Untemplated Laser induced Heating 
Wu and coworkers reported the generation of 100-µm pores in a thin wax film (700 ̶ 
900 µm ) using Ar-ion laser heating.35 The process of pore formation can be imaged in situ 
and is relatively low cost compared to other lithographic methodologies, but has several 
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drawbacks. The thermoplastic polymer should have high viscosity at room temperature to 




Figure 3.6. (a) Schematic of thermoplastic film heated by Ar ion laser (blue), with 
simultaneous bottom illumination by a He ̶ Ne laser (red) for imaging. (b) SEM image of 
pore formation and radial shrinkage. (c) SEM image of same pore in (b), from the bottom 
face.  Adapted from Ref. 35. 
 
 
3.1.2.9 Templated Laser - Induced Nanoimprinting 
Lu and coworkers have shown that irradiation of nanosecond laser pulses on Si 
wafers evenly coated with SiO2 nanospheres can produce an initial nanopattern on the 
surface.36 Nanospheres of 640 nm in diameter were self-assembled in to a periodic 
structure; however, the SEM images show that this methodology suffers from imperfect 
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Figure 3.7. SEM images of (a) close-packed monolayer of silica nanospheres on a (100) Si 
substrate (scale bar = 1 µm); (b-d) Nanosized indentations produced upon pulsed 
irradiation of a 248-nm KrF laser at power densities of 4.1 mJ/cm2, 8.0 mJ/cm2, and 10.1 




3.2 Laser-Driven Nanopore Formation Using Magnetically Guided Nanochisels  
 In this chapter, we develop a unique approach toward the generation of nanopores 
using laser-based optoporation in combination with magnetophoretic forces. This method 
was demonstrated on 2-mil PET and 3-mil PVDF roll substrates. Magnetically responsive 
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gold nanoclusters (MGNCs) were cast from aqueous solutions as photothermally activated 
etchants or “drill bits,” guided by a magnetic field gradient. In this approach, we have 
reported conditions that are suitable to achieve wide range of pore diameters ranging from 
100 – 250 nm in PET and in PVDF at room temperature 1.7 µm, and at low temperatures 
400 nm.   
 
3.2.1 Materials and Methods 
MGNC synthesis, cleaning and characterization was performed as described in 
Chapter 1 (sections 1.8.10 ̶ 12).  Thin films 2-mil PET roll film (50 µm) was obtained from 
Tekral, 3-mil PVDF (75 µm), and 2-mil PTFE (50 µm) were obtained from McMaster and 
treated in a plasma cleaner to improve the wettability of their surfaces. PET films were 
treated with an oxygen plasma for about 5 minutes, radiofrequency (3.0) and PVDF for 
about 30 minutes. PTFE films remained hydrophobic even after 1 hour of plasma treatment. 
The plasma - treated films were then coated with aqueous suspensions of MGNCs at 20 
µg/mL (of O.D 0.15 at 660 nm) and 9 µg/mL (0.065) using a benchtop rod coater (K control 
coater, model 101 with bar #0, at a coating speed 2 m/min), with a wetting thickness of 4 
µm. 
 
3.2.2 Materials Characterization  
MGNC-coated thin films were dried in air and characterized by darkfield 
microscopy (Olympus BX-150) and scanning electron microscopy (Nova Nano SEM). 
SEM samples were prepared by mounting 0.3 X 0.3- in2 sample onto an Al pedestal using 
a double-sided Cu tape, followed by Pt sputtering for 60 sec. (208HR with R-P-T, Rotary-
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Planetary-Tilting Stage and Thickness Controller, at 40 mA current). All laser-treated 
samples were examined using a darkfield microscope. Nanopore apertures were measured 
using SEM; nanochannel formation was confirmed using 3D confocal fluorescence 
microscopy (Olympus FV ̶ 1000, λex/em= 547/633 nm). A 1-mM rhodamine B, in 1:1 
DMSO, water was introduced into pores by vacuum infiltration for 20 min, using a water 
aspirator (25 mm Hg pressure), with excess dye removed by acetone moistened kim wipe. 
Laser irradiated film was placed with a filter paper on the hose that is connected to water 
aspirator, then  a drop of 20 µL rhodamine B dye solution was placed on the surface of the 
laser irradiated film, with application of pressure. 
 
3.3 Results and Discussion 
Nanopores were generated by a laser-driven process (optoporation) (Figure 3.8). 
The exceptionally large absorption cross sections of gold nanoparticles can support intense, 
localized photothermal effects generated by pulsed laser irradiation, with application to 
both nanomedicine  37,38 and materials science.39,40,41,42  In this study, we find MGNCs, (dav 
= 95 nm)43 cast onto thermoplastic films can be driven through the substrate by 
optoporation, aided by a uniaxial magnetic field gradient. The mechanical and thermal 
energy absorbed by these nanosized “drillbits” is transmitted to the thermoplastic, for a 
dramatic reduction in viscosity, enabling MGNCs to penetrate into the substrate. In this 
study, laser pulses also impart momentum in the same direction as the magnetomotive force 
generated by the field gradient, resulting in high-aspect ratio channels with pore diameters 





Figure 3.8. Schematic representation of our approach, showing magnetically guided 
optoporation of MGNCs through thermoplastic film. 
 
 
3.3.1 Casting of MGNCs on PET Film 
  Initial experiments were performed using 2-mil PET roll film (50 µm thickness). 
PET is hydrophobic, so was treated with an oxygen plasma to render it hydrophilic. 
Aqueous dispersions of MGNCs were cast onto plasma-oxidized films at several different 
concentrations, ranging from 75 to 9 µg/mL with a goal of achieving uniform distribution. 
Casting MGNCs at 75 µg/mL produced multilayers of particles, but reducing the 
concentration to 20 µg/mL or less produced submonolayers by the rod-coating method. 
Darkfield microscopy indicated that distribution of MGNCs was essentially uniform with 
reduced scattering intensities for films coated with 20 and 9 µg/mL MGNCs compared to 





Figure 3.9. Dark field images obtained using Hg lamp and 10 X infinity-corrected objective 
lens. Samples were prepared by mounting coated substrates onto a clean glass slide. (a) 




SEM also used to evaluate the areal distribution of MGNCs cast onto PET films, 
with 100 ̶ 200 particles counted within a region of interest. The surface density of MGNCs 








Table 3.1. Areal distribution of MGNCs on PET film from SEM images 
MGNCs (wt %) MGNCs per µm2 
62 µg/mL 18 
40 µg/mL 10 
20 µg/mL 3 
10 µg/mL 3 
 
 
Figure 3.10. SEM images of MGNCs cast onto hydrophilic PET film at various wt% 






3.3.2 Laser Energy and Power Density Calculations 
Laser density is a critical parameter in our approach, as we need to deliver 
maximum energy to MGNCs without damaging the polymer substrate. In our experiments 
we used a Q-switched Nd ̶ YAG laser using nanosecond pulses with tunable peak energy 
and power density at a frequency of 5 Hz, in collaboration with Mojib Saei. To calculate 
the peak energy, we need to take into account the Gaussian distribution of the laser beam. 
Assuming a 2D Gaussian cross section, the distribution of laser energy around the beam 
center (x0, y0) is as follows: 
                                       (3.1) 
where σ is standard deviation, A is a coefficient of magnitude, x0 and y0 represent the center 
of 2D distribution. This is essentially the two-dimensional version of the classic 1D 
Gaussian distribution: 
                                               (3.2) 
where A is a coefficient of magnitude, b0 is the center of the 1D distribution and c is the 
standard deviation. Integration of the Gaussian function is the product of a, c, and√2ߨ, in 
which more than 99% of the area under the 1D Gaussian function lies within ± 3c of b0. 
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Figure 3.11. Plot of 1D Gaussian distribution with standard deviation c, centered at b0. 
 
We therefore expect the laser energy to be a function of both peak energy and 
initial beam diameter: 
                                       (3.4) 
where A and D, are the peak energy and overall laser pulse energy and σx and σy (standard 
deviation in x and y direction) are both equal to D/6, where D is the beam diameter. 
To illustrate the calculations for laser power density, we choose Q-switch number 
460 as example.  The pulse energy of Q-switch number 460 is 85 mJ over 10 ns, and the 
beam diameter D is adjusted using a concave lens to 3 mm. The energy per single pulse by 
area (85 mJ/7.07 mm2=12.025 mJ/mm2), and the power density is obtained by dividing the 
energy per unit area by pulse duration ( 12.025	݉ܬ/݉݉ଶ 10	݊ݏൗ ) = 1.2025 MW/mm2. 
Values for peak pulse energy and power density as a function of Q-Switch number are 
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Table 3.2. Experimental values of power density and peak energy. 
 








460 85 3 5.4 1.2
465 74 2.5 4.7 1.5
470 65 2 4.1 2.1
475 50 2 3.2 1.6
471 62 2 3.9 2.0
472 59 2 3.8 1.9
 
 
3.3.3 Nanopore for Generation: Experimental Setup 
The experimental setup for laser-induced nanopore generation is shown in Figure 
3.12. A Nd-YAG pulsed laser (wavelength 1064 nm, pulse duration 5 ns) operating at 5 Hz 
was used for optoporation; the laser pulses were guided by mirrors through a focusing lens 
into a 3-mm spot on the sample. The laser was turned on for a minimum of 10 minutes 
prior to each experiment, to insure a uniform power energy over the course of the 
experiment. To maximize the magnetophoretic force on the MGNCs, 4 × 5 cm2 substrates 
were mounted on a square frame and suspended on top of a stacked pair of hard magnets 
with a combined field strength of 2.6 kG at the substrate surface and a field gradient of 4.5 
kG/cm.  
Optoporation was performed under ambient conditions (25 °C) or low temperatures 
(–38 °C). For the latter case, the magnets were placed inside a cooling dewar with the top 
surface protruding 1 mm over the dewar edge, permitting direct contact with the substrate. 
The magnet and substrate were cooled with dry ice alone (–40 °C) and protected from 





Figure 3.12. Schematic describing magnetically guided laser optoporation. 
 
Laser pulse energies were varied by adjusting the Q-switching value to determine 
the upper threshold for damage to the thin films in the absence of MGNCs, and the lower 
threshold for achieving MGNC-mediated optoporation (see Table 3.1).  In the case of 2-
mil PET, the working range of energies was observed to be 3.2–5.4 mJ/pulse; the power 
densities varied between 1.2 and 1.9 MW/mm2, depending on beam diameter (2–3 mm). 
 
3.3.4 Nanopore Generation in PET Films  
  MGNCs were cast onto hydrophilic PET substrate at a density of 6 ̶ 10 particles per 
µm2. The initial laser energy used to drive MGNCs through PET at room temperature was 
determined to be 5.4 mJ per pulse, at a mean power density of 1.2 MW/mm2 per pulse 
(Table 3.1). 200 pulses were used to drive MGNCs through the film at a switching 
frequency of 5 Hz (total time = 40 sec). Darkfield images of the laser-treated sample 
indicated some mild thermal ablation of the PET surface, but no extensive pitting. The 
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diameters of the nanopore apertures were evaluated by SEM, and found to have an average 
size of 600 nm (Figure 3.13b). Evidence of complete channel formation was obtained using 




Figure 3.13. Evaluation of laser-induced nanopore formation in PET films (200 laser 
pulses; 5.4 mJ and 1.2 MW/mm2) per pulse. (a) Darkfield image (10 X objective), (b) SEM 
image, and (c) 3D confocal fluorescence image (60 X objective; x = 211 µm, Z = 50 µm).  
 
 
Reducing the laser pulse energy to 4.1 mJ while raising the mean power density to 
2.1 MW/mm2 per pulse also resulted in the generation of nanopores in PET films, after 300 
pulses. Again, darkfield images indicated mild thermal ablation (Figure 3.14a), and the 
average size of the nanopore apertures by SEM was 200 nm. Complete channel formation 
was again confirmed by 3D confocal fluorescence imaging (Figure 3.14c); the channel 





Figure 3.14. Evaluation of nanopore formation in 2-mil PET films (300 pulses,  4.1 mJ and 
2.1 MW/mm2) (a) Darkfield image (10 X objective), (b) SEM image, and (c) 3D confocal 
fluorescence image (60 X objective; x = 211 µm, Z = 50 µm).  
 
 
An experiment with a similar laser fluence was performed on PET films using a 
lower areal density of MGNCs (ca. 3 particles per µm2) and 200 laser pulses. Darkfield 
images of the laser-treated sample indicated even less damage by ablation, and the average 
size of the nanopore apertures were determined by SEM to be 90 nm (Figure 3.15). 
Complete channel formation was again confirmed by 3D confocal fluorescence, but with 






Figure 3.15. Evaluation of nanopore formation in 2-mil PET films (200 pulses; 3.9 mJ and 
2.0 MW/mm2) per pulse. (a) Darkfield image (10 X objective), (b) SEM image, and (c) 3D 




3.3.5 Nanopore Generation at Low Temperatures 
To study the effect of temperature on MGNC-mediated optoporation PET films 
were cooled to ̶ 38 °C during pulsed laser irradiation (4.1 mJ and 2.1 MW/mm2 per pulse). 
Samples were irradiated with a train of 1000 or 1500 pulses at a switching frequency of 5 
Hz, which produced minimum surface ablation. The diameters of the nanopore apertures 
were again evaluated by SEM: for the sample irradiated with 1000 pulses, an average 
diameter of 200 nm was measured; the surface of the film was found to be smooth with no 
apparent ablation (Figure 3.16b). For the sample irradiated with 1500 pulses, the average 
pore diameter was 220 nm, and the surface of the film was scared with shallow pits along 
with submicron pores (Figure 3.16c).  In this case, complete channel formation was 
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Figure 3.16. (a) Thermographic image of PET substrate cooled over frozen acetonitrile 
bath. (b, c) SEM images of MGNC coated PET films irradiated with 1000 and 1500 laser 







3.3.6 Laser Treatment Without Magnetic Field 
To confirm the role of magnetophoresis in the generation of nanochannels, MGNC 
-coated PET films were treated with 85-mJ laser pulses in the absence of any applied 
magnetic field.  Darkfield images of the laser-treated sample revealed a mild level of 
surface ablation, whereas SEM images indicated a number of pits and grooves but few 
signs of deeper channel formation. This can attributed to substrate deformation caused by 
extensive surface heating, as the MGNCs did not penetrate into the PET substrate in the 
absence of a magnetic field gradient. However, partial channel formation could be 
observed by 3D confocal fluorescence imaging (Figure 3.17). 
We also performed a second experiment using a pulse energy of 65 mJ.  Darkfield 
images of the laser-treated sample again indicated mild thermal ablation, but SEM images 
indicated more grooves and pits than actual channel formation. Partial channel formation 












Figure 3.17. Optoporation of PET films by MGNCs in the absence of a magnetic field 
gradient, using 85-mJ laser pulses. (a) Darkfield image (10X objective), (b) SEM image, 
(c) 3D confocal fluorescence imaging (60X objective; x = 77 µm, Z = 50 µm). (d) 





Figure 3.18. Optoporation of PET films by MGNCs in the absence of a magnetic field 
gradient, using 65-mJ laser pulses. (a) Darkfield image (10X objective), (b) SEM image, 




3.3.7 Nanopore Generation in PVDF Films 
To further validate our approach for generating nanopores in thermoplastic films, 
we evaluated other substrates such as polyvinyldifluoride (PVDF, 75 µm) thickness and 
polytetrafluroethylene (PTFE, 50 µm) thickness. Both of these films were initially 
hydrophobic, and thus subjected to oxygen plasma treatment for 30 minutes. The surface 
of PVDF became hydrophilic, but PTFE remained hydrophobic even after 60 min of 
plasma treatment.  
MGNCs were cast onto hydrophilic PVDF films at a density of 6 ̶ 10 particles per 
µm2, and subject to nanosecond laser pulses at 85 mJ (1.2 MW/µm2, 200 pulses, 5 Hz) and 
62 mJ (2.0 MW/µm2, 200 pulses, 5 Hz). The laser-treated substrates were examined by 
SEM, which revealed nanopores generated at 85 mJ/pulse, 1.2 MW/µm2 (Figure 3.19b). 
The PVDF surfaces were remarkably smooth, however the nanopore apertures were much 
larger than those observed in PET films, with an average diameter of 1.7 µm. On the other 
hand no pores were generated upon laser irradiation at 62 mJ/pulse; instead, the surface of 
the film was badly damaged (Figure 3.19c). This suggests that nanopore formation is 
promoted by a high pulse power, whereas surface abrogation increases with laser power 
density. We also studied the effect of temperature on MGNC-mediated optoporation on 
PVDF films by cooling them to –78 °C, followed by pulsed laser irradiation (85 mJ and, 
1.2 MW/µm2 per pulse). The PVDF surfaces were again smooth but the nanopore apertures 
were much smaller than those produced under ambient conditions, with an average 





Figure 3.19. (a) SEM images of PVDF coated with MGNCs prior to pulsed laser treatment. 
(b) MGNCs-coated PVDF film after pulsed laser irradiation at 85 mJ/pulse (1.2 MW/ µm2); 
(c) PVDF after pulsed laser irradiation at 62 mJ/pulse (2.0 MW/ µm2). (d) Low temperature 
optoporation of MGNCs-coated PVDF film after pulsed laser irradiation at 85 mJ/pulse 
(1.2 MW/ µm2) 
 
 
3.3.8 Simulation of Laser-Induced Optoporation 
To understand the process of nanopore generation using our approach, we 
simulated the process by finite-element modeling (COSMOL Multiphysics), in 
collaboration with Mojib Saei and Prof. Gary Cheng (Dept. Industrial Eng., Purdue Univ.). 
Our preliminary simulation consists of two modules: electromagnetic waves solved in the 
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frequency domain, and heat transfer which is solved as a transient step. The power loss is 
calculated from the electromagnetic module and equated with heat generation for the heat 
transfer module. The simulation was run for the highest pulse energy (85 mJ) with a beam 
diameter of 2 mm, using 4 MGNCs on top of a 1-µm3 cube of PET (Figure 3.20). The 
simulation also includes a 0.2-µm slab of air on top of the MGNCs. 
 
 





The MGNCs were modeled as core ̶ shell nanoparticles with a 38-nm Fe core and 
31-nm Au shell, comprising an Au:Fe ratio of 143 (overall diameter = 100 nm). MGNCs 
were placed on top of the PET layer with a center-to-center distance of 0.5 µm 
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corresponding to 4 particles/ µm2, similar to the experimental system. Prior to initial pulsed 
laser heating, the MGNCs are very close to the surface (embedded 75 nm into the sample) 
with each particle in contact with a cone-shaped pocket of air. This cone is 120 nm wide at 
the surface (1.2 times the particle diameter), and in conformal contact with the MGNC at 
the particle‒substrate interface. 
 
3.3.9 Design of Simulation Modules 
For the electromagnetic (EM) module we used a 1064-nm laser beam to match the 
experimental condition. The laser beam enters from the top surface (MGNC‒air interface) 
into the simulation box and exits through the bottom. Testing the simulation with substrates 
of various dimensions revealed that a minimum thickness of 1 μm was needed to avoid 
structure-dependent perturbations. In-plane periodic boundary conditions were also 
applied, as the film domain was homogeneous and infinitely large relative to individual 
MGNCs. The power density of the incident beam was set at 70 W/µm2, based on the laser 
energies and temporal widths used in the optoporation experiments. The beam is assumed 
to have a 2D Gaussian distribution over the corresponding area (3σ to beam edge, 1 mm 
from center), meaning that the changes across the 1-μm2 cell are so slight that the 
irradiation can be considered to be constant at peak power density. 
For the heat transfer (HT) module, one needs to consider the laser pulse width of 
10 ns. As it is impossible to apply this constraint toward EM waves while solving in the 
frequency domain, we applied the heat source (coming from power loss in EM wave 
module) for the first 10 ns, but ran the simulation for up to 30 ns. We also considered the 
cooling effect by the bulk film underneath the module, and simulated the removal of heat 
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from the irradiation site through the bottom of the simulation box as a heat flux boundary 
condition. We also set parameters to allow the top surface to cool down by convection, 
again with in-plane periodic boundary conditions. 
 
3.3.10 Simulation Results 
The resultant electrical field from the EM wave module is strongest at the interface 
of the channel (air), MGNC, and PET substrate. This represents the site of greatest power 
loss, which subsequently gives rise to the highest temperature gradients (Figure 3.21a). At 
the end of the simulation, the highest temperatures were located just outside the MGNCs 
(Figure 3.21b, c). For a different perspectives, temperature distribution we examined a 
contour passing through the center of MGNCs, and evaluated in-plane temperatures at 20 
and 30 ns. To obtain the temperature information along the plane for different laser time 
intervals like in our case 20 and 30 ns (Figure 3.21 d, e). The temperature gradient near the 
MGNCs is much steeper at 20 ns than at 30 ns. It is important to note that the simulation 
interval (30 ns) is an unrealistically short time frame for modeling the overall behavior of 
the optoporation process, which is performed with multiple pulses for up to 60 sec. In 
addition, the power used in the simulation is more extreme than that featured in 
experiments, but necessary to demonstrate some key effects. 
Pore diameter for simulation method was obtained by measuring the area of the 
simulated section that is above the melting point temperature of the PET (260 °C).  
Diameter of the pore at the end of simulation 30 ns is 280 nm, and at 20 ns end of laser 




Figure 3.21. (a) Resultant electrical field from EM wave module. (b) Temperature 
distribution at the end of simulation (30 ns). (c) Isothermal contour (T =1150, 905, and 660 
K) near the end of the laser heating step (20 ns). (d,e) Temperature distribution map at Z=0 





MGNCs can be used as photothermally activated etchants agents for generating 
nanopores in unfunctionalized thermoplastic films, with diameter as small as 100 nm in the 
case of PET substrates. Pulsed laser irradiation of MGNCs embedded in PET film could 
reach to very high temperatures, which is supported by FEM simulations. Cooling the 
substrates helps to control pore size and to reduce ablation of the film surface. In the case 
of PVDF films, pore diameters may depend more strongly on pulse energy whereas surface 
ablation appears to depend on pulse power density, with minimum damage at 1.2 MW/µm2. 
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Trace detection of tetrabromobisphenol A by SERS
with DMAP-modified magnetic gold nanoclusters†
Naveen Reddy Kadasala and Alexander Wei*
Magnetic gold nanoclusters (MGNCs) functionalized with 4-di-
methylaminopyridine (DMAP) enables the trace detection of tetra-
bromobisphenol A (TBBPA), an environmental pollutant, using
surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) spectroscopy. The syn-
thesis, cleansing, and functionalization of MGNCs are conducted
in aqueous solutions; SERS samples are prepared by magnetic pre-
cipitation in the presence of trace analyte. The limit of detection
(LOD) for TBBPA is greatly increased by the use of DMAP as a
reporter molecule: DMAP-modified MGNCs can detect TBBPA at
10 pM in water, whereas the LOD for TBBPA by unfunctionalized
Au is 1 nM. The reproducibility of picomolar TBBPA detection with
DMAP-modified MGNCs is confirmed by two-dimensional corre-
lation analysis. The high SERS sensitivity for TBBPA can be attribu-
ted to its capacity to modulate the Raman spectrum of adsorbed
DMAP. This indirect mode of detection can also be applied toward
the detection of other hydrophobic analytes, each identifiable by
its characteristic SERS identity.
Surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) has excellent
potential for the trace detection of environmental contami-
nants, due to its high sensitivity and information content.1–3
Examples include chemical biomarkers (dipicolinic acid),
neurotoxins (methyl parathion, diethylphosphoramidate), and
narcotics (ketamine), all of which can be detected at ppm
levels or lower using nanostructured Au substrates.4–6 SERS is
especially appreciated for its ability to detect trace levels of di-
and trinitrotoluene, both in aqueous solution (1–2 pM)7,8 and
in the vapor phase (5 ppb).9
Magnetically active Au and Ag nanoclusters can further
improve the sensitivity of SERS-based detection,10–16 by com-
bining the effects of magnetophoretic concentration and the
generation of “hot spots” that amplify local electromagnetic
field effects.17–19 Recent studies have shown that magnetically
active SERS substrates can be used to detect trace analytes in
aqueous solution; for example, core–shell Fe3O4@Ag nano-
particles are able to detect organic pollutants at picomolar
levels.10 The types of compounds that can be detected at trace
levels by SERS are limited only by their affinity for the sub-
strate; typical adsorbates that are easily detected are either
planar aromatic compounds, or possess functional groups that
stabilize their adsorption to the metal surface.
One way to improve both the range and sensitivity of
analyte detection by SERS is to use a supramolecular approach
toward surface adsorption.1 Numerous studies have estab-
lished that supramolecular interactions can be synergistic with
SERS-based detection,20–22 although the enhancements tend
to be rather modest. Further increases in sensitivity can be
achieved if analyte–receptor adsorption can be correlated with
“hot spot” formation.23–25 Receptor-modified SERS substrates
also enable one to detect supramolecular adsorption based on
changes in the Raman signature of the surface-bound receptor,
whose peaks can be much more intense than that of the
analyte.
Here we present a practical method for preparing aqueous
suspensions of MGNCs with strong SERS activity when coated
with 4-dimethylaminopyridine, or DMAP (Fig. 1). This com-
pound becomes polarized upon adsorption and imparts an
amphiphilic character to metal surfaces,26 and has been used
to facilitate the transfer of AuNPs from aqueous to organic
phases.27,28 In our study, we demonstrate the capacity of
Fig. 1 Trace analyte detection using magnetic gold nanoclusters
(MGNCs) as field-responsive SERS substrates.
†Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available: Additional experimental
details and characterization data supporting MGNC synthesis; raw and pro-
cessed SERS spectra; DFT and correlation analysis. See DOI: 10.1039/c4nr07658c
Purdue University, Department of Chemistry, West Lafayette, IN, USA.
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DMAP-coated MGNCs to enhance the trace detection of several
persistent organic pollutants in water, some of which have not
been reported previously as analytes for SERS. This includes
tetrabromobisphenol A (TBBPA), a widely used flame retardant
that has been associated with thyroid and neurotoxicity,29,30
and is currently under watch as an environmental hazard.
An expedient synthesis of MGNCs was developed according
to Scheme 1. Fe3O4 nuclei (6–10 nm) were prepared by co-pre-
cipitation from FeCl2 and FeCl3 in deaerated water, and treated
with 28 wt% NH4OH while immersed in an ultrasonic bath
(step 1; see ESI† for details). Colloidal Fe3O4 was subjected to
several rounds of magnetic precipitation and redispersion in
water, then treated with methyl(polyethylene-glycol)dithio-
carbamate (mPEG-DTC, 5 kDa) to enhance dispersion stability.
mPEG-DTC was generated in situ by adding CS2 to mPEG-NH2
in methanol (step 2; see ESI†).31,32
MGNC formation was achieved by dispersing mPEG-coated
Fe3O4 in a solution of histidine (6.5 mM, pH 5–6), followed by
successive treatment with AuCl4 (9 mM, pH 9–10) and a mild
reducing agent such as N-methylhydroxylamine (NMH;
20 mM). The mixture was shaken by hand during NMH
addition, then allowed to sit for 24 hours for complete
reduction (step 3; see ESI†). Both mPEG-DTC and histidine
were necessary to integrate the magnetic and plasmonic com-
ponents; reductions performed in the absence of either
reagent did not result in magnetically active gold NPs. TEM
images of the as-formed MGNCs revealed raspberry-like glo-
bules with a median size of 95 nm, in addition to residual iron
oxide (Fig. 2a). The latter was readily removed by treating the
colloidal mixture for 30 min with bis(2-hydroxyethyl)DTC, pre-
pared in situ from diethanolamine and CS2 (step 4),
32 which
smoothened the MGNC surfaces with minimal effect on par-
ticle size (Fig. 2b). ICP-MS analysis of the MGNCs indicated a
Fe : Au mole ratio of 0.03, much lower than the initial ratio of
0.9; nevertheless, the MGNCs responded readily to the field
gradients of a handheld magnet, and were highly scattering at
red and near-infrared wavelengths (see ESI†).
SERS analyses were performed by dispersing passivated
MGNCs for 1 hour in aqueous analyte solutions, followed by
magnetic precipitation and redispersion in pure water. These
were deposited onto quartz substrates and dried prior to analy-
sis with a confocal Raman microscope using 785 nm exci-
tation.23,33 MGNCs passivated with bis-HE-DTC produced only
weak Raman signals between 700 and 1300 cm−1, with
minimal background interference during analyte detection.
To determine the limit of detection (LOD) using the SERS
sampling conditions above, MGNCs were dispersed and col-
lected from aqueous solutions of candidate adsorbates. From
this screening, we found DMAP to be an excellent reporter
molecule, with a unique Raman fingerprint in the window of
interest and a LOD at 1 pM (Fig. 3). The polarizable character
of DMAP may result in charge-transfer interactions with the
metal surface, an important mechanism for Raman signal
enhancement.34 The highest level of SERS reproducibility was
obtained with 1 nM DMAP, based on 44 datasets collected
from six different batches of MGNCs (see ESI†).‡
Scheme 1 Synthesis of magnetic gold nanoclusters (MGNCs), with
treatment by bis-HE-DTC to remove residual Fe3O4. DTC = dithiocarba-
mate; HE = hydroxyethyl; NMH = N-methylhydroxylamine.
Fig. 2 TEM images of (a) as-formed MGNCs with residual iron oxide,
and (b) MGNCs after treatment with bis-HE-DTC.
Fig. 3 SERS spectra of DMAP adsorbed onto MGNCs at various initial
concentrations. Clean MGNCs (2 mg mL−1) were dispersed in aqueous
DMAP solutions for 1 h, then washed once and deposited onto quartz
substrates. Raman spectra were acquired in air (λex = 785 nm, 20 mW at
the sample, 100 s exposure). The signals in the bottom SERS spectrum
are presumably related to bis-HE-DTC passivation.
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To test their capacity for trace analyte detection, DMAP-
modified MGNCs were dispersed into aqueous solutions of
TBPPA, then collected and subjected to SERS analysis as
before. Again, these MGNCs formed stable dispersions at 2 mg
mL−1, but were easily collected by a handheld magnet. The
SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs were modulated by
exposure to TBBPA (Fig. 4): Raman bands centered at 860,
1015, 1130, and 1255 cm−1 (A–D) were suppressed by TBBPA
adsorption, while bands centered at 955 and 1210 cm−1 (B′, D′)
experienced modest increases.
The LOD for TBBPA detection in water by SERS signal
modulation was determined to be 10 pM (see below). Changes
in the spectra of DMAP-coated MGNCs were effectively satu-
rated at TBBPA concentrations above 100 pM, whereas
exposure to 10 pM TBBPA caused only partial suppression of
Raman bands B and D (Fig. 4), and exposure to 1 pM TBBPA
did not produce significant changes in the SERS spectrum
(data not shown). In comparison, the LOD of TBBPA detection
by HPLC is 100 pM after extraction into organic media.35
Remarkably, SERS signals from TBBPA itself could hardly
be detected by MGNCs at trace levels. A control study using
cleansed MGNC’s and 1 nM TBBPA in the absence of DMAP
did not yield any detectable peaks (Fig. S8a, ESI†). This was
further confirmed by performing SERS analysis with freshly
prepared nanoporous gold leaf:24 while treatment with TBBPA
produced a unique spectral profile down to 1 nM (Fig. 5), the
peakset could not be resolved in any SERS spectra produced
from MGNCs treated with TBBPA, although the Raman signals
from DMAP-coated MGNCs were clearly modulated. We there-
fore consider TBBPA detection via modulation of DMAP
signals to be at least 100 times more sensitive than by direct
analysis using unfunctionalized SERS substrates.
A two-dimensional correlation analysis was performed
using SERS data from DMAP-modified MGNCs in the absence
or presence of TBBPA. Data points were taken from individual
SERS spectra without normalization, and selected from bands
A–D (X1; 94 points) or bands B′ and D′ (X2; 56 points). These
were compared against those taken from an intensity-averaged
spectrum of MGNCs treated with 1 nM DMAP (N = 44).
Minimal correlations were observed with MGNCs exposed to
100 pM TBBPA (N = 42) or even 10 pM TBBPA (N = 11), in stark
contrast to the high correlations for DMAP-modified MGNCs
exposed to water (Fig. 6, Table 1). The low data scatter indi-
cates a high degree of autocorrelation within each subset,
implying that the SERS data produced by magnetically precipi-
tated MGNCs is remarkably consistent.‡ It is worth mention-
ing that anti-correlations (rX2 < −0.7) can also be obtained with
TBBPA exposure, simply by refining the choice of data points
in X2.
While the basis for spectral modulation has yet to be con-
firmed, we postulate that the suppression of select peaks is
caused by the supramolecular association of DMAP with
TBBPA (Fig. 6, lower right ). The adsorption of DMAP onto
MGNCs reduces the electron density of its dimethylamino
group, which increases its complementarity to the electron-
rich aromatic cleft of TBBPA. Such a donor–acceptor complex
is likely to perturb charge-transfer interactions between DMAP
and the Au surface, and thereby dampen its contribution
toward SERS. To test this idea, DFT calculations were used to
Fig. 4 Intensity-averaged SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs
exposed to 100 pM TBBPA (N = 42, red), 10 pM TBBPA (N = 11, blue), or
pure water (N = 44, black). MGNCs were redispersed in analyte solution
for 1 h then isolated by magnetic precipitation; Raman spectra were
acquired in air (λex = 785 nm, 20 mW at the sample, 100 s exposure).
TBBPA adsorption caused the suppression of several Raman bands
assigned to DMAP (A–D; grey), while other bands were retained or
strengthened (B’–D’; light red).
Fig. 5 SERS spectra of freshly prepared nanoporous gold (NPG) treated
with 1 μM TBBPA in 50% MeOH (blue; * = peaks unique to TBBPA); NPG
treated with 1 nM TBBPA (green); DMAP-modified MGNCs treated with
100 pM TBBPA (red); DMAP-modified MGNCs recovered from water
(black). Bands B’–D’ (light red) correspond with modulation of Raman
signals from DMAP-coated MGNCs by TBBPA. Raman spectra acquired
in air (λex = 785 nm, 20 mW, 100 s exposure).
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elucidate characteristic Raman frequencies of DMAP adsorbed
on Au (BL3YP/LANL2DZ).36 Vibrational Raman modes that
were suppressed by exposure to TBBPA included trigonal ring
breathing (B), CH3 rocking (C), and in-plane C–H bending (D),
whereas in-plane ring deformations (B′–D′) were hardly
affected (Fig. S9, ESI†).
To obtain further insights into the indirect mode of analyte
detection by SERS, DMAP-modified MGNCs were exposed to
aqueous solutions of three other organic analytes, namely
bisphenol A (BPA), carbofuran (CF), and 4,4′-dibromobiphenyl
(DBB). The latter has low solubility in water (≤1 nM), whereas
the CF and BPA are more soluble and prepared at 1 μM and
1 mM respectively. MGNCs were treated with each solution,
then collected and analyzed by SERS. In the case of highly
soluble BPA, no significant spectral modulations to DMAP-
modified MGNCs were observed, implying no analyte adsorp-
tion (data not shown). However, DBB and CF treatment yielded
SERS spectra that were distinct from those produced by DMAP-
or TBPPA-treated MGNCs (Fig. 7).§ In the case of DBB, bands
A–C from the DMAP spectrum were replaced by several new
peaks ranging from 800 to 1080 cm−1; in the case of CF, bands
B and C were replaced or overlapped by broad peaks centered
at 950 and 1150 cm−1 respectively. Further studies are needed
to determine which SERS peaks (if any) are directly produced
by their respective analyte;37 nonetheless, each analyte per-
turbs the DMAP-MGNCs in a different way, resulting in unique
spectral fingerprints.
Conclusions
Magnetic gold nanoclusters prepared by the method above are
highly reliable and sensitive substrates for SERS-based analy-
sis. The adsorption of DMAP onto MGNCs is readily detected
at 1 pM, and provides a platform for detecting secondary ana-
lytes by SERS. DMAP-modified MGNCs exhibited high sensi-
tivity for hydrophobic analytes in water such as TBBPA, which
is detected indirectly by modulation of the DMAP SERS spec-
trum, with a reproducible limit of detection at 10 pM. The
DMAP-coated MGNCs can also be used to detect other hydro-
phobic analytes, each with its own unique spectral identity.
The authors gratefully acknowledge the National Science
Foundation (CHE-0957738) and the Purdue University Center
for Cancer Research (P30 CA023168) for financial support,
Shao Zhou for discussions on correlation analysis, Marina
Marjanovic (Univ. Illinois) for ICP-MS analysis, and Hartmut
Hedderich, Wen Ren, and Joseph Irudayaraj (Purdue Univ.) for
their generous assistance to obtain SERS spectra.
Notes and references
‡The total number of datasets collected from DMAP-treated MGNCs exposed to
water, 100 pM TBBPA, and 10 pM TBBPA were 50, 50, and 12, respectively.
However, several datasets were compromised by signal saturation (autofluore-
scence) and thus removed from analysis.
§The spectra presented in Fig. 7 were acquired on a second Raman microscope
with different collection optics.
Fig. 6 Two-dimensional correlation plot for DMAP-modified MGNCs
treated with water (black squares, N = 44), 100 pM TBBPA (red circles,
N = 42), or 10 pM TBBPA (blue triangles, N = 11). The low number of
unique points in the scatter plot reflects a high degree of reproducibility
in the acquisition of SERS data.




X2) for SERS data






DMAP only (1 nM) 0.962 0.968 44
100 pM TBBPA 0.025 −0.002 42
10 pM TBBPA −0.017 −0.045 11
Fig. 7 Intensity-averaged SERS spectra of DMAP-modified MGNCs
exposed to trace (<1 nM) DBB (N = 3, blue) and 1 μM CF (N = 3, green);
100 pM TBBPA and untreated DMAP-MGNCs included for comparison
(red and black, respectively). Raman spectra were acquired in air (λex =
785 nm, 25 mW at the sample, 5 s exposure).§
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Trace detection of tetrabromobisphenol A by SERS with DMAP-modified magnetic 
gold nanoclusters: Electronic Supplementary Information 
 
Synthesis and characterization of magnetic gold nanoclusters (Figs. S1−S5) ............  S-1 
SERS spectra of MGNCs exposed to adsorbates and trace analytes (Figs. S6−S8) ....  S-6 
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General experimental details 
All materials were obtained from commercial sources and used as received, unless otherwise noted. 
Deionized water was obtained from an ultrafiltration system (Milli-Q, Millipore) with a measured 
resistivity above 18 MΩ·cm, and passed through a 0.22-μm filter to remove particulate matter. CS2 was 
used as supplied and stored with minimum exposure to air. Nanoparticles were characterized by 
transmission electron microscopy (TEM) using a Tecnai T20 (FEI) with a LaB6 filament at 200 kV. 
Optical extinction spectra were measured using a Cary-50 spectrophotometer (Varian) with a 1-cm cell 
path length. X-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements were performed on dry powder samples with a 
Bruker D8-Focus diffractometer using Cu Kα radiation (20 kW, λ=1.5406 Å). SERS spectra were 
acquired at an excitation wavelength of 785 nm using a custom-built Raman microscope, with a laser 
power of 20 mW at the sample and an exposure time of 100 seconds. SERS signals produced by specific 
adsorbates on MGNCs were confirmed by positive controls using nanoporous SERS substrates.21 
 
Synthesis and characterization of MGNCs and intermediate materials 
Step 1: co-precipitation of colloidal Fe3O4. FeCl3 (648 mg, 4 mmol) and FeCl2·4H2O (398 mg, 2 
mmol) were dissolved in deaerated, deionized water (5 mL) and added dropwise to a 28 wt% solution of 
NH4OH (15 mL) over a period of 10 min, with the reaction flask immersed in an ultrasonic cleaning 
bath under an inert atmosphere. The reaction was agitated by vortex mixing for 2 min to produce a 
uniform dispersion of colloidal Fe3O4. A 1-mL aliquot of this dispersion was removed and precipitated 
with a handheld magnet, then redispersed in 5 mL deionized water. This cycle of precipitation and 
redispersion was repeated 4 times; the final concentration of colloidal Fe3O4 was determined to be 
25−30 mg/mL, based on an oven-dried sample.  
Electronic Supplementary Material (ESI) for Nanoscale.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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 Step 2: PEGylation of colloidal Fe3O4. A solution of methyl(polyethyleneglycol)-dithiocarbamate 
(mPEG-DTC) was prepared in situ by dissolving 5-kDa mPEG-NH2 (20 mg, 4 mmol) in 1 mL of dry 
MeOH, followed by 1 equivalent of CS2 (60 μL, 4 mmol) and 0.4 equvalents of Et3N (50 μL, 1.6 mmol). 
The reaction mixture was stirred for 45 min and monitored by UV-vis absorption for increases at 260 
and 290 nm. An aliquot of the freshly prepared mPEG-DTC solution (1 mL) was then added to a 
suspension of colloidal Fe3O4 (8 mg in 1 mL), then shaken by hand for 5 min and allowed to sit for 1 
hour at room temperature. XRD analysis of a magnetically precipitated sample confirmed the presence 
of nanocrystalline Fe3O4 (Figure S1). 
           
Figure S1. XRD spectrum of (a) Fe3O4 particles and (b) mPEG-functionalized Fe3O4 (JCPDS 75-0033). 
 Step 3: preparation of MGNCs. A suspension of mPEG-modified colloidal Fe3O4 (1 mg in 0.25 mL) 
was incubated with 6.5 mM L-histidine (4 mg in 4 mL) adjusted to pH 5−6, and allowed to sit for 1 hour 
at room temperature, then added to 9 mM AuCl4 adjusted to pH 9−10 (12.75 mL). This was equilibrated 
for 20 min prior to treatment with 20 mM N-methylhydroxylamine (5 mg in 3 mL), which was added in 
six portions every 10 min while shaken by hand. The color of the reaction mixture changed from pale 
brown to deep purplish-blue, and was allowed to sit for 24 hours for complete reduction. The MGNCs 
were collected by magnetic precipitation, then redispersed in deionized water (20 mL) in a sonication 
bath. The weight of crude MGNCs is approximately 5 mg. 
 Step 4: removal of excess Fe3O4. A 0.5 M solution of bis(2-hydroxyethyl)DTC was prepared by 
dissolving diethanolamine (105 mg, 1.0 mmol) in 1 mL of deaerated methanol, followed by CS2 (30 µL, 
0.5 mmol) and stirring for 30-45 min at room temperature. DTC formation was confirmed by the 
formation of UV absorption peaks at 260 and 290 nm. An aqueous suspension of crude MGNCs (~2 mg 
in 8 mL) was treated with 0.5 M bis-HE-DTC in methanol (32 µL) and shaken by hand. After 30 min, 
a b 
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the cleansed MGNCs were collected by magnetic precipitation and redispersed in 1 mL of water. 
Preparation of DMAP-modified MGNCs for SERS analysis 
Cleansed (bis-HE-DTC treated) MGNCs in water (2 mg/mL) were magnetically precipitated and 
redispersed in an aqueous DMAP solution (1 nM, 1 mL). These were collected again and redispersed in 
deionized water to 2 mg/mL and left to sit for 1 hour. For TBBPA detection, DMAP-modified MGNCs 
(2 mg/mL) were magnetically precipitated and redispersed in an aqueous TBBPA solution (10−100 pM, 
1 mL) and left to sit for 1 hour. For SERS analysis, a 0.3-mL aliquot (ca. 6 × 109 particles) was 
subjected to magnetic preciptation, followed by removal of the supernatant. The particles in the retentate 
(60 μL) were deposited onto a quartz substrate and dried in air for 15 min while exposed to a conical 
magnet, resulting in a final spot size of 1.5−2.0 mm. 
 
Materials characterization of MGNCs 
TEM images were acquired on a Tecnai T20 (FEI) operating at 200 kV, at 35kx magnification using a 
1024x1024 digital CCD camera. Particle size analysis was performed by SigmaScan Pro (Figure S2). 
MGNCs were also characterized by selected-area electron diffraction, which revealed lattice planes for 
fcc-Au (Figure S3, Table S1). Optical extinction spectroscopy on dispersed MGNCs indicated a broad 
absorbance across the visible and NIR spectrum (Figure S4a). The dispersions were precipitated within 
several minutes by a handheld magnet (Figure S4b), but easily redispersed by light sonication or vortex 
mixing. Nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA) was performed using a Nanosight LM-10 system 
(Malvern Instruments) with 405-nm laser excitation and particle-free water for serial dilutions; a typical 
MGNC sample contains ca. 2 × 1010 particles/mL, with an average particle size of 100 nm (Figure S5).  
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Figure S2. (a) TEM image of DE-DTC cleaned MGNC’s; scale bar 50 nm. (b) Particle size distribution 
of MGNCs after step 4 (N=134), with a median size of 95-100 nm. 
 
 
Figure S3. Selected-area electron diffraction analysis of cleansed MGNCs, indicative of bcc-Au. 
 
Table S1. Selected area electron diffraction data for MGNCs (ref. = JCPDS 04-0784) 
#  d [Å] (expt.) Intensity (expt) d [Å] (ref.) Intensity (ref.) h      k      l  
1  2.337 127 2.355 100 1      1     1  
2  2.035 49 2.039 52 2      0     0  
3  1.426 50 1.442 32 2      2     0  











Figure S5. Nanoparticle tracking analysis of cleansed (bis-HE-DTC treated) MGNCs in water, diluted to 







SERS spectra of MGNCs (unprocessed) 
 
  
Figure S6. MGNCs after 1 hour exposure to 1 nM DMAP (44 spectra collected from 6 different 
samples). MGNCs (2 mg/mL) were magnetically precipitated and redispersed in deionized water, than 
magnetically deposited onto quartz substrates and dried in air prior to SERS analysis. (a) Unprocessed 
SERS spectra (λex = 785 nm, 100 sec exposure, 20 mW at the sample). (b) Collapsed SERS spectra with 
common intensity value at 900 cm-1.  
   
Figure S7. DMAP-modified MGNCs after 1 hour exposure to 100 pM TBBPA (42 spectra collected 
from 5 different samples). DMAP-MGNCs (2 mg/mL) were magnetically deposited onto quartz 
substrates and dried in air prior to SERS analysis. (a) Unprocessed SERS spectra (λex = 785 nm, 100 sec 
exposure, 20 mW at the sample). (b) Collapsed SERS spectra (amplified 2X) with common intensity 



















          
Figure S8. MGNCs after 1 hour exposure to various adsorbates: (a) Crude MGNCs (step 3; black) and 
MGNCs cleansed with bis-HE-DTC (step 4; red); (b) MGNCs treated with 2 mM N,N-dibutyl-DTC 
(black) and 2 mM N,N-dibenzyl-DTC (red).  Treatment of cleansed MGNCs with 1 nM TBBPA did not 
produce any detectable signals, with Raman spectra essentially identical to that shown in (a). 
 
 
Two-dimensional correlation analysis 
All calculations were performed using the statistical analysis packaged provided by OriginPro 8. 
SERS spectral data was processed without normalization, but each spectrum was calibrated to a 
common intensity value at 900 cm-1 to minimize the effects of background counts (see Figs. S2B, S3B). 
Individual spectra were correlated against an intensity-averaged SERS spectrum of DMAP adsorbed on 
MGNCs (mean of 44 independent measurements), precipitated from a 1 nM DMAP solution.  
Correlations were performed with data points corresponding to major Raman bands of DMAP 
adsorbed on Au. Several bands were dampened upon exposure to TBBPA (A: 840−890 cm-1; B: 
970−1040 cm-1; C: 1120−1140 cm-1; D: 1210−1260 cm-1), and were assigned as X1 (94 data points). 
Two bands showed modest increases upon TBBPA exposure (B': 930−980 cm-1; D': 1180−1240 cm-1) 
and were assigned as X2 (56 data points). Raman band C' (1060−1100 cm-1) appeared to be unaffected 
by TBBPA exposure, and was not included in the correlation analysis.  
Pearson coefficients for X1 and X2 were used to evaluate differences in SERS signals produced by 
DMAP-modified MGNCs isolated from water (DMAP only) and MGNCs exposed to trace levels of 
analyte (DMAP + TBBPA). {X1,X2} datasets were presented in a two-dimensional scatter plot to 





Raman spectroscopy of DMAP: Experimental versus simulated spectra 
         





Figure S10. Simulated Raman spectrum of DMAP coordinated to Au using Gaussian05, with geometry 
optimization using the B3LYP method and LANL2DZ basis set. 
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DFT calculations of DMAP+Au: Vibrational Raman modes 
 
     
B: trigonal ring breathing       C: N-methyl rocking  D: in-plane C-H bending  
             (mode 12)                 (mode 9a) 
     
B': C-N stretch + in-plane           C': in-plane ring        D': complex in-plane  
      ring deformation (mode 18a?)    deformation (mode 18a?)          ring deformation   
 
Figure S11. Raman vibrational modes assigned to TBBPA-sensitive bands (B−D) and TBBPA-
insensitive bands (B'−D'). Wilson notations provided in parentheses. 
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a b s t r a c t
Nanoparticle (NP)-based approaches to cancer drug delivery are challenged by the heterogeneity of the
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect in tumors and the premature attrition of payload from
drug carriers during circulation. Here we show that such challenges can be overcome by a magneto-
phoretic approach to accelerate NP delivery to tumors. Payload-bearing poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) NPs
were converted into polymereiron-oxide nanocomposites (PINCs) by attaching colloidal Fe3O4 onto the
surface, via a simple surface modification method using dopamine polymerization. PINCs formed stable
dispersions in serum-supplemented medium and responded quickly to magnetic field gradients above
1 kG/cm. Under the field gradients, PINCs were rapidly transported across physical barriers and into cells
and captured under flow conditions similar to those encountered in postcapillary venules, increasing the
local concentration by nearly three orders of magnitude. In vivomagnetophoretic delivery enabled PINCs
to accumulate in poorly vascularized subcutaneous SKOV3 xenografts that did not support the EPR effect.
In vivomagnetic resonance imaging, ex vivo fluorescence imaging, and tissue histology all confirmed that
the uptake of PINCs was higher in tumors exposed to magnetic field gradients, relative to negative
controls.
© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Nanoparticles (NPs) are being actively investigated as carriers to
alter the pharmacokinetics and biodistribution of their drug pay-
loads, enhance their accumulation in tumors, and lower the effec-
tive dose and subsequent adverse side effects. Most NP-based
strategies rely on distinct features shared by rapidly growing tu-
mors for selective access, namely the hyperpermeable vasculature
for extravasation and the impaired lymphatic drainage for reten-
tion [1,2]. This phenomenon, commonly referred to as the
enhanced permeability and retention (EPR) effect, has been a key
principle in nanomedicine research and a driver of clinical
development of therapeutic products [3e5]. However, recent evi-
dence indicates the EPR effect to be a highly heterogeneous phe-
nomenon, which varies with the types and stages of tumors,
individuals, and even locations within the same patient [6,7]. This
has led many to reconsider the universality of the EPR effect as a
precept for clinical drug delivery [8e11]. Moreover, the EPR effect is
time-dependent and requires a long-term (12e24 h) circulation of
NPswith stable encapsulation of a drug [6], which places significant
burden on the balance between drug retention and release [12].
Given these challenges, additional means to leverage the EPR effect
are needed to enhance the delivery of NPs to tumors.
We hypothesize that magnetophoresis can expedite the
extravasation and transport of NPs into tumors, and thereby sur-
mount intrinsic limitations of the EPR effect as well as the capacity
of NP drug carriers. Magnetophoretic drug delivery employs an
external field gradient to concentrate magnetically responsive
particles at the site of disease to provide sufficient ability to over-
come shear forces during blood flow and physical barriers that can
* Corresponding author. Department of Industrial and Physical Pharmacy, Purdue
University, 575 Stadium Mall Drive, West Lafayette, IN 47907, USA.
** Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: alexwei@purdue.edu (A. Wei), yyeo@purdue.edu (Y. Yeo).
Contents lists available at ScienceDirect
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http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.biomaterials.2016.06.007
0142-9612/© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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hinder transport into tissues of interest [13e15]. Magnetophoresis
has long been pursued as a way of improving target specificity of
drug delivery in the form of a drug bound tomagnetic particles, or a
drug co-loaded with magnetic particles in a carrier, with several
preclinical studies supporting proof of concept [16e20] and posi-
tive safety profiles in humans [21].
In this study, we chose poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) NPs,
a drug carrier with a positive safety track record, but also known to
have significant limitations in retaining its payload in physiological
fluids [22,23]. Colloidal magnetite (Fe3O4) was used as a component
to enable magnetophoretic acceleration of NP delivery due to the
ease of synthesis, stability and dispersion control, and magnetiza-
tion (up to 90 emu/g, depending on domain size) [24] as well as the
reputation for relatively low toxicity [25]. Colloidal Fe3O4 may be
co-encapsulatedwith an active drug ingredient in the PLGA NPs but
can compete for space and limit room for drug loading. In our
preliminary studies using PLGA NPs, we observed that the co-
encapsulation of Fe3O4 and paclitaxel (PTX) compromised drug
loading and retention in PLGA NPs. To bypass this challenge and
enable modular control of core and surface engineering, we
considered affixing Fe3O4 on the surfaces of PLGA NPs already
loaded with a drug, using a simple surface modification technique
inspired by mussel foot proteins. This technique involves the for-
mation of a polymerized dopamine (pD) layer on the surface of
polymeric or inorganic materials [26]. We have shown that the pD
layer serves as a cement to immobilize various ligands including
small molecules and polymers on PLGA NPs [27].
Capitalizing on the flexibility and simplicity of this technique,
we affix colloidal Fe3O4 on the PLGA NPs via the pD layer and
produce magnetically responsive nanocarriers that can support the
rapid transport and delivery of payloads under magnetophoretic
conditions. These polymer‒iron oxide nanocomposites (PINCs) are
evaluated under in vitro conditions mimicking the flow rates and
interstitial transport in the tumor vasculature and also in vivo using
a solid tumor model with limited EPR potential. We find that local
magnetic field gradients can increase the accumulation of PINCs by
nearly three orders of magnitude and enhance their uptake into
cells and tumors at rates not possible under normal convective
conditions.
2. Materials and methods
2.1. Materials
All biochemical reagents were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich
(St. Louis, MO) unless otherwise specified. 5-nitrobenzoxadiazolyl
(NBD)-conjugated cholesterol (C*) was purchased from Avanti Po-
lar Lipids (Alabaster, AL). PLGA 85:15 (150 kDa) was purchased from
Akina, Inc. (West Lafayette, IN). Dopamine-HCl was purchased from
Alfa Aesar (Ward Hill, MA). 3-(4,5-Dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-
diphenyltetrazolium bromide (MTT), Hoechst 33342, and Lyso-
Tracker were purchased from Invitrogen (Eugene, OR), and Cell-
Mask Deep Red was purchased from Life Technologies (Carlsbad,
CA). Phosphate buffered saline (PBS, pH 7.4) and 10 mM Tris buffer
(pH 8.5) were prepared by standard protocols. Deionized (DI) water
was obtained from an ultrafiltration system (Milli-Q, Millipore)
with a resistivity >18 MU cm, and passed through a 0.22-mm filter
to remove particulate matter.
2.2. Preparation and characterization of NPs (Scheme 1)
2.2.1. Preparation of PLGA nanoparticles coated with polydopamine
(PLGAepD NPs)
PLGA NPs were prepared by the single-emulsion method. Fifty
milligrams of PLGAwas dissolved in 4 mL of CH2Cl2 andmixed with
50 mL of 1 wt% C* in CHCl3. This was added to 10 mL of 4 wt%
aqueous polyvinyl alcohol (PVA) and emulsified by an immersible
ultrasonic probe (Sonics Vibracell, Newtown, CT) for 2 min at 0 C,
pulsing at a power level of 7 W and a 2:1 duty cycle every 6 s. The
emulsion was added to 20 mL of DI water and stirred for 8 h to
remove CH2Cl2. The PLGA NPs were collected by centrifugation at
16,000 rcf for 60 min at 4 C, and washed twice with DI water.
An aqueous slurry of 0.1 wt% PLGA NPs (1 mL) was treated with
an equal volume of 0.1 wt% dopamine-HCl in Tris buffer and gently
mixed on an orbital shaker for 3 h at room temperature to generate
a surface layer of polydopamine (pD) on the NPs. The PLGAepD NPs
were collected by centrifugation at 13,000 rpm for 30 min at 4 C,
then redispersed as a 2 wt% slurry.
2.2.2. Preparation of polydopamine-coated Fe3O4 nanoparticles
(Fe3O4epD NPs)
Fe3O4 NPs (1.2 g) were prepared by coprecipitation, with an
average particle size of 15 nm by TEM analysis. Briefly, 1.62 g of
FeCl3$6H2O and 0.99 g of FeCl2$4H2O were dissolved in 40 mL of DI
water with magnetic stirring. Subsequently, 5 mL of 28% NH4OH
was injected quickly into the reaction mixture and allowed to stir
for 10 min. The colloidal Fe3O4 was precipitated with a handheld
NeFeB magnet, subjected to 3 cycles of redispersion in DI water
followed by magnetic precipitation, then dried in air. A portion of
freshly prepared Fe3O4 NPs (4mg) was added to 0.1 wt% dopamine-
HCl in Tris buffer (4 mL) and gently mixed for 30min. The Fe3O4-pD
NPs were collected by a handheld magnet, then redispersed as a
0.4 wt% solution in fresh Tris buffer and used immediately.
2.2.3. Preparation and characterization of polymer‒iron oxide
nanocomposites (PINCs)
A slurry of 2 wt% PLGA-pD NPs (1 mL) was added to four vol-
umes of 0.1 wt% fresh dopamine-HCl in Tris buffer, followed by one
volume of 0.4 wt% Fe3O4epD NPs in Tris buffer. The suspensionwas
agitated for 2 h by vortex mixing at room temperature, then further
homogenized by treatmentwith an immersible ultrasonic probe for
15 min (50% duty cycle every 4 s). The PLGAeFe3O4 composites
were collected with a handheld magnet and redispersed as a 2 wt%
slurry in fresh Tris buffer. Next, a 2 wt% solution of PEG2000-NH2
(1 mL in Tris buffer) was added to three volumes of 2 wt% PLGA‒
Scheme 1. Preparation of polymereiron oxide nanocomposites (PINCs).
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Fe3O4 composites in Tris buffer and agitated with a vortex mixer for
5 h at room temperature, followed by sonication for 2 min (50%
duty cycle every 4 s), allowing for PEG2000-NH2 to be attached onto
the pD surface of the composites. The PEGylated PLGAeFe3O4
composites (i.e. PINCs) were collected with a handheld magnet for
30 min, then redispersed in DI water and stored at 4 C.
The hydrodynamic diameter and zeta potential of PINCs were
measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS) using a Malvern
Zetasizer Nano ZS90, and by nanoparticle tracking analysis (NTA)
using a NanoSight LM-10 (Malvern, Worcestershire, UK). NP mor-
phologies were characterized by transmission electron microscopy
(TEM) using a Tecnai F20 (FEI, Hillsboro, OR) and 2% uranyl acetate
for staining, and by scanning electronmicroscopy (SEM) using a FEI
Nova nanoSEM on Pt-sputtered samples. For C*-loaded PINC,
fluorescence intensities of C* in NP suspension, pellet, and super-
natant were measured with a SpectraMax M3 microplate reader
(Molecular Devices, Sunnyvale, CA) at excitation and emission
wavelengths of 480 nm and 524 nm, respectively. Fe content was
determined by atomic absorption spectroscopy (AAS) using a
Perkin-Elmer 3110 Spectrometer (Waltham, MA).
T2 relaxation times of aqueous PINC suspensions were deter-
mined using a spin-echo sequence on a BioSpec 7T small-animal
MRI scanner (Bruker, Billerica, MA). Multiecho T2-weighted im-
ages were acquired using the following parameters: repetition time
(TR) ¼ 1000 msec; Flip angle ¼ 90/180; echo time (TE) ¼ 15, 30,
45, 60, 75, and 90 msec; bandwidth ¼ 195 Hz/pixel; matrix
size ¼ 256  256; field of view (FOV) ¼ 50 mm2; number of exci-
tations (NEX) ¼ 1; number of slices ¼ 1; slice thickness ¼ 1.16 mm.
2.3. NP stability in water and 50% serum
PINCs were dispersed in DI water or in 50% (v/v) fetal bovine
serum (FBS) diluted with PBS at a concentration of 125 mg/mL, and
incubated at 37 C with gentle shaking. The fluorescence of these
suspensions was monitored at regular intervals with a SpectraMax
M3 microplate reader, up to 48 h. PINCs were then collected by a
magnet and redispersed in water, and analyzed by DLS and TEM.
2.4. Cytotoxicity studies
The cytotoxicity of PINCs was tested in SKOV3 human ovarian
cancer cells (ATCC, Manassas, VA) and NIH/3T3 murine fibroblasts
(ATCC) using the MTT assay. Both cell lines were plated in a 96-well
plate at a density of 10,000 cells per well in 200 mL of complete
medium, grown overnight, and treated with NPs in a final con-
centration ranging from 0.005 to 0.32 mg/mL. After 24 h incuba-
tion, the medium was replaced with 100 mL of fresh medium
containing 75 mg of MTT reagent and incubated for 3.5 h, followed
by the addition of stop/solubilization solution. The absorbance of
solubilized formazan was read with a SpectraMax M3 microplate
reader at a wavelength of 562 nm. The measured sample absor-
bancewas normalized to the absorbance of control cells without NP
treatment. To evaluate if the magnet-induced internalization of
PINCs caused additional toxicity, a set of cells treated with PINCs
was placed on amagnet for 30min prior to the 24-h incubation and
MTT assay.
2.5. Cellular uptake and intracellular localization
SKOV3 cells were cultured in RPMI-1640 supplemented with
FBS (10% v/v), penicillin (100 IU/mL), and streptomycin (100 IU/mL).
NIH/3T3 cells were grown in Dulbecco's modified Eagle medium
(DMEM) supplemented with calf bovine serum (10% v/v) and an-
tibiotics as described above. Cells were incubated at 37 C in a
humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere. All experiments were performed in
complete media containing 10% serum.
SKOV3 cells were seeded in 12-well plates containing 1 mL of
medium at a density of 104 cells per well and grown to 90%
confluence. A Transwell polycarbonate membrane inserts with 0.4-
mm pore size (Corning, Corning, NY) were placed in each well, then
filled with 80 mg of PINCs in 0.25 mL of fresh medium. A magnet
was placed under each well, and the cells were incubated for up to
30 min with shaking at 200 rpm. The magnet and Transwell insert
were removed, and the cells werewashed twicewith freshmedium
to remove free or loosely bound PINCs. Cells were first imaged in
mediawith a Cytation 3Multi-Mode Reader (BioTek,Winooski, VT),
then trypsinized, collected by centrifugation at 930 rcf for 5 min,
redispersed in 0.3 mL of PBS at 0 C, and analyzed with an Accuri C6
flow cytometer (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) equipped with an FL-
1 detector (lex/lem ¼ 488/525 nm). Alternatively, SKOV3 cells
treated and collected in the same way were fixed in 4% formalde-
hyde, followed by magnetic resonance (MR) imaging using the
same conditions as described above except for a fixed echo time of
37.5 msec. Another group of cells were tested in the same way with
PINCs directly added to each well (i.e., with no Transwell insert).
Intracellular localization of PINCs was evaluated using a Nikon
A1R confocal microscope equipped with a Spectra Physics 163C
argon ion laser and a Coherent CUBE diode laser. SKOV3 cells were
seeded in a 35 mm glass-bottomed Petri dish (MatTek) and grown
to 90% confluence, incubated with a Transwell containing 80 mg
PINCs, laid over the cell layer, in the presence of a magnet as
described above. After 30 min, cells were washed twice with PBS
and stained with CellMask Deep Red and Hoechst 33342 to label
the membrane and the nuclei, respectively. PINCs were excited at
488 nm (lem ¼ 500e550 nm); nuclear and membrane dyes were
excited at 407 nm (lem ¼ 425e475 nm) and 639 nm
(lem ¼ 663e738 nm), respectively. Cells were imaged again after
additional 3 h incubation in NP-free medium to determine relative
changes in the positions of PINCs and/or released C*. LysoTracker
was used to characterize their intracellular trafficking. SKOV3 cells
at 90% confluence were incubated for 30 min with 30 nM Lyso-
Tracker, washed with PBS and supplied with fresh medium, then
treated with 80 mg PINCs as described above. Cells were washed
twice with PBS, stained for 5 minwith Hoechst 33342, thenwashed
and imaged by confocal microscopy. The cells were incubated in
NP-free medium for 6 h, treated with additional LysoTracker solu-
tion and incubated for another hour (total NP-free incubation time
was 7 h), then re-examined by confocal microscopy with excitation
at 561 nm (lem ¼ 570e620 nm).
2.6. Magnetophoretic deposition under flow condition
Aqueous suspensions of PINCs were passed through glass
capillary tubes (i.d. 0.7 or 1.6 mm) mounted in a poly-
dimethylsiloxanemold against a stack of NdFeBmagnets (G¼ 3 kG/
cm). Flow rates were controlled by a syringe pump (single-pass) or
a peristaltic pump (continuous, closed-loop flow); capillaries were
connected using silicone tubing of appropriate size, followed by an
outer sleeve of Tygon® tubing. Samples were prepared by washing
and collecting freshly prepared PINCs by magnetic precipitation,
then redispersing them in DI water to a final concentration (w/v) of
0.3 mg/mL. The efficiency of magnetophoretic deposition was
determined by measuring the Fe content of either the supernatant
or retentate using AAS.
2.7. In vivo magnetophoretic delivery
All animal procedures were approved by Purdue Animal Care
and Use Committee, in conformity with the NIH guidelines for the
care and use of laboratory animals. 5e6 week old female athymic
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nude mice (Foxn1nu) were purchased from Harlan Laboratories and
acclimatized for 1 week prior to the procedure. Each mouse
received subcutaneous injections of 3  106 SKOV3 cells in the
upper flank of each hind leg. When the average tumor volume
reached 300e400 mm3, animals were injected with PINCs equiv-
alent to 10 mg Fe/kg via tail vein. Immediately after injection, a
handheld magnet (G ¼ 1 kG/cm) was placed on one of the tumors
for 30 min. MR images were acquired under 3% isoflurane anes-
thesia before and after PINC administration and magnet treatment.
The time interval between two imaging events was approximately
1 h. Axial views of whole-bodyMR imageswere obtained using a 7T
small-animal MRI scanner. T2*-weighted MR images were obtained
using a gradient echo sequence (TR/TE ¼ 1781/15 msec,
FOV ¼ 32 mm2, flip angle ¼ 90/180, matrix size ¼ 256  256,
NEX¼ 4, number of slices¼ 40, and section thickness¼ 1mm). T2*-
weighted datasets were processed with ImageJ 1.47v (Bethesda,
MD). The signal intensity (SI) of tumor was normalized to SI of
muscle at each time point. Signal enhancement was defined as
[Normalized SI of tumor (pre-injection) e Normalized SI of tumor
(post-injection)]/Normalized SI of tumor (pre-injection)  100%.
Following MR imaging, mice were sacrificed and tumors plus
major organs were removed and imaged on the IVIS Lumina II
system (Caliper life sciences, Hopkinton, MA) to detect C* fluores-
cence. To quantify C* level in each organ, tumor and organs were
homogenized with a Tissue Master homogenizer (Omni Interna-
tional, Kennesaw, GA) in 2 mL of acetonitrile and incubated at room
temperature overnight. The organ homogenates were centrifuged
at 9300 rcf for 10 min to separate supernatants, which were
analyzed with a SpectraMax M3 microplate reader. To check Fe
distribution, tumor sections were stained with Prussian blue. Tu-
mor section slides were immersed in a mixture of 20% HCl and 10%
K4Fe(CN)6 for 20 min. The stained slides were washed with water
and counterstained with safranin O for 5e10 s. The slide was
dehydrated by sequential washes in 95% ethanol, 100% ethanol, and
xylenes.
3. Results and discussion
3.1. Synthesis and characterization of PLGAeiron oxide composite
nanoparticles
The synthesis of PINCs is illustrated in Scheme 1. Colloidal Fe3O4
was prepared by co-precipitation [28], and PLGA NPs were pre-
pared using our previously reported method [27]. The latter was
loaded with NBD-conjugated cholesterol (C*), a fluorescent com-
pound representative of poorly water-soluble drugs. The Fe3O4 and
PLGA NPs were treated separately with dopamine at pH 8.5 to
produce initial pD coatings, then combined in fresh dopamine so-
lution to affix Fe3O4 onto PLGA NP surfaces. The PLGAeFe3O4
composites could be collected by a handheld NdFeB magnet in less
than 1 min, whereas PLGA NPs mixed with colloidal Fe3O4 without
dopamine did not respond to magnetic fields at all (Figure S1,
Supporting Information), which confirmed the essential role of pD
as a cement. The PLGAeFe3O4 composites tend to aggregate and
precipitate in DI water; therefore, the PLGAeFe3O4 composites
were treatedwithmPEG-NH2 (2 kDa) to stabilize their dispersion in
Fig. 1. SEM images of (a) PLGA NPs and (b) PINCs (Scale bars: 300 nm); TEM images of (c) PLGA NPs (Scale bar: 100 nm) and (d) PINCs (Scale bar: 50 nm).
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aqueous solutions. We refer to PEGylated PLGAeFe3O4 composites
as PINCs (polymereiron-oxide nanocomposites).
The presence of Fe3O4 particles on the PINC surface was
confirmed by scanning and transmission electron microscopy
(Fig. 1). The Fe content in PINCs was 5e10 wt% according to AAS.
The inclusion of Fe enabled their use as contrast agents for MR
imaging. T2-weighted images of PINCs in aqueous suspensions
showed increasingly hypointense signals in a dose-dependent
manner (Figure S2, Supporting Information). The mean hydrody-
namic size (dh) of PINCs was 165 nm (15% larger than the initial
PLGA NPs) by DLS and 172 nm by NTA (Table 1 and Figure S3,
Supporting Information). The dh of PINCs in DI water was constant
over one month (Fig. 2a), retaining Fe3O4 particles on the surface
(Fig. 2b). Importantly, PINCs maintained the particle size after 12 h
incubation in 50% (v/v) FBS (Figure S3, Supporting Information),
showed minimal change in the shape (Fig. 2c), and remained
responsive to the magnetic field after 48 h in 50% FBS, indicating
that the carrier's physical properties were unaffected by serum
protein adsorption during the time frame relevant to NP distribu-
tion in tumors. This implies that the PINCs should circulate in blood
with minimal aggregation, while maintaining their potential for
magnetophoretic delivery.
3.2. Evaluation of carrier properties
To facilitate characterization of PINCs as drug carriers, PLGA NPs
were loaded with C* prior to treatment with pD, Fe3O4, and mPEG-
NH2. C*-loaded PINCs could be easily monitored by tracking their
fluorescence signals (lex/lem ¼ 480/524 nm). We note that the
fluorescence of the encapsulated C* was quenched due to the
presence of nearby pD or Fe3O4, however the fluorescence in-
tensities of PINCs were stable with most of the payload remaining
with the NPs for 15 days as dispersed in DI water (Fig. 3aec).
Incubating PINCs in serum solution provided critical insights
into their capacity as drug carriers under physiological conditions.
While PINCs formed stable dispersions in 50% (v/v) FBS, the fluo-
rescence intensity of this suspension increased (i.e., dequenched)
over time. Furthermore, the analysis of centrifuged samples after
48 h revealed most of the fluorescence to be associated with the
supernatant (Fig. 3def). This implied that C* was gradually released
from PINCs by transfer to endogenous serum proteins such as al-
bumin. The dequenching process followed first-order kinetics with
a rate constant and half-life of 0.25 h1 and 2.8 h, respectively. We
suspect this leaching phenomenon to be a common problem for
most polymer-based drug carriers: previous reports of polymeric
micelles [29,30] and PLGA NPs [22,23] have also suggested payload
attrition in serum solution or during blood circulation due to
nonspecific exchange with proteins. Under such circumstances, it is
essential to expedite the transport of NPs to tumors to minimize
premature drug loss.
The rapid response of PINCs tomagnetic field gradients suggests
that payload attrition can be mitigated by magnetophoretic accel-
eration of NP delivery. This was tested under static or steady-state
flow conditions by setting up localized field gradients near target
Table 1
Hydrodynamic size and zeta potential analysis.
Sample name Zeta potential (mV) DLS mode (Z-average) dh (nm) DLS number mean dh (nm) PDI1 NTA mean dh (nm)
PLGA NPs ‒18 184 155 0.031 e
PINCs ‒12 218 165 0.145 172 ± 52
1 Polydispersity index (PDI) was obtained by cumulant analysis as described in the International Standard on DLS ISO13321 Part 8 (Malvern DLS technical note MRK656-01).
Samples with PDI <0.08 are considered monodisperse.
Fig. 2. (a) Changes in hydrodynamic diameter of PINCs over 1 month in DI water; (b) TEM images of PINCs after 1 month in DI water; (c) TEM images of PINCs after 48 h in 50% (v/v)
FBS. Top: low magnification: Scale bars: 500 nm; Bottom: high magnification: Scale bars: 50 nm.
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locations (inside of cell culture wells or capillaries) with strengths
up to 3 kG/cm and a working range of several millimeters
(Figure S4, Supporting Information). In the next section, we vali-
dated the potential of magnetophoretic delivery of PINCs by
designing in vitro experiments that simulated conditions relevant
to NP extravasation and retention.
3.3. Magnetophoretic cell uptake
Initial studies were performed with SKOV3 human ovarian
cancer cells. First, cell viability assays were performed with mul-
tiple cell lines to confirm that PINCs were not more cytotoxic than
PLGA NPs at the concentrations used in magnetophoretic delivery
(Figure S5, Supporting Information) and that a 30-min exposure to
the magnetic field gradient (1 kG/cm) had no detrimental effect on
cell viability (Figure S6, Supporting Information). Next, wells con-
taining adherent SKOV3 cells were treated with 64 mg/mL PINCs,
which had only minor effects on cell viability, then exposed to
magnetic field gradients. As expected, PINCs remained fully sus-
pended in the absence of an applied field but were precipitated
within minutes in the presence of a magnet (Figure S7, Supporting
Information). Cells treated with PINCs were carefully washed and
examined by fluorescence microscopy, which revealed dramatic
increases in fluorescence intensity due to the exposure to field
gradients (Fig. 4a). Flow cytometry of trypsinized cells further
confirmed that cellular uptake of PINCs was minimal in the absence
of a magnetic field but greatly enhanced by magnetophoretic de-
livery, with large signal increases in as little as 5 min (Fig. 4b).
To determine whether magnetophoresis could accelerate the
transport of PINCs across physical barriers like the endothelium,
PINCs were loaded into Transwell inserts with porous membranes
(0.4-mm pore size) suspended 3 mm above a monolayer of SKOV3
cells (Figure S8, Supporting Information), then incubated in the
presence of a magnetic field gradient for up to 30 min prior to
analysis. In this study, Transwell inserts were used to mimic the
leaky endothelial basement membranes of the tumor microvascu-
lature [31]. Again, magnetic field gradients had a clear influence on
PINC uptake: fluorescence in the cells was weak after 30 min
exposure to PINCs in the absence of a field gradient but much
stronger if performed under magnetophoretic conditions,
commensurate with a high level of PINC transport across the
porous membrane (Fig. 5 and Figure S8, Supporting Information).
MR tracking and elemental analysis by AAS produced comple-
mentary results: after 30 min of exposure to a magnetic field
gradient, cells showed a darker T2-weighted MR image with less Fe
remaining in the Transwell insert as compared to those with no
exposure (Figure S9, Supporting Information). A closer inspection
of treated cells by confocal microscopy with plasma membrane
stain indicated that PINCs were present on both the cell surface and
in the cytoplasm within the first 30 min of magnetophoresis, and
PINCs and/or released C* continued to advance into the cells after
Fig. 3. (a,b) Time-dependent changes in NBD fluorescence intensity of PINCs in DI
water over a 48-h period at 37 C. (c) Fluorescence intensity of supernatant (sup) vs.
redispersed pellet collected by centrifugation after 15-day incubation in water at 4 C.
(d,e) Time-dependent changes in C* fluorescence of PINCs in 50% (v/v) FBS solution
over a 48-h period at 37 C. (f) Fluorescence intensity of supernatant (sup) vs. redis-
persed pellet collected by centrifugation after 48-h incubation in 50% (v/v) FBS solution
at 37 C.
Fig. 4. (a) Fluorescence microscopy and (b) flow cytometry of SKOV3 cells incubated with PINCs, with and without exposure to a magnetic field gradient (up to 30 min prior to
washing).
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Fig. 5. (a) Fluorescence microscopy and (b) flow cytometry of SKOV3 cells incubated with PINCs placed in a Transwell insert, with and without exposure to a magnetic field gradient
(up to 30 min prior to washing).
Fig. 6. Confocal microscopy images of (a) SKOV3 cells incubated for 30 min with PINCs placed in a Transwell insert, with exposure to a magnetic field gradient; (b) cells 3-h post-
incubation. (ced) Intracellular trafficking of PINCs in SKOV3 cells, immediately after 30-min incubation over a magnet (c) and 7-h post-incubation (d).
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removal of the magnet (Fig. 6a, b). Colocalization with LysoTracker
indicated endocytic uptake of PINCs, followed by intracellular
trafficking and accumulation in lysosomes as PINCs and/or released
C* over the next few hours (Fig. 6c, d).
It is worth noting that the magnetic field gradient at maximum
strength covers a relatively small space (25% of well area); despite
this, 38% of all cells exhibited PINC uptake after a 30-min exposure.
In the absence of an applied field, only 1.5% of cells exhibited
increased fluorescence over the same period (Fig. 5b). The lack of
fluorescence in cells without exposure to external magnetic fields
indicates that nonspecific uptake of leached C*, if any, was minimal
over the 30 min period. Therefore, the difference in fluorescence
intensity is mainly attributable to the rate of PINC transport across
the Transwell membrane, as supported by the simultaneous in-
crease in MR signals in cells exposed to magnetic field gradients.
3.4. Magnetophoretic deposition under flow conditions
Magnetophoretic deposition of PINCs was performed in glass
capillaries under steady-state flow conditions, to address the
applicability of magnetic forces in the accumulation and retention
of nanomedicines in circulation (Fig. 7). Capillary flow creates shear
forces in normal or tumor-associated vascular networks, which can
influence the efficiency of NP extravasation in different ways. On
one hand, extravasation increases with the difference in hydrostatic
pressure across the blood vessel (i.e. Starling forces), which de-
pends on flow rate [2]; on the other, increases in shear stress may
be counterproductive to extravasation, as it reduces particle
adhesion to the capillary membrane [32]. In the latter case, mag-
netophoresis can improve local extravasation by trapping field-
responsive NPs along the capillary wall prior to filtration.
PINCs were passed through capillary tubes with flow normal to
the field gradient (Fig. 7). Magnetophoresis experiments were
performed with a field gradient of 3 kG/cm using two types of flow
conditions: retention of PINCs within capillaries after a single pass
at low flux (0.3e3.6 mm/s), and retention under continuous flow in
a closed loop at higher flux (42.6 mm/s), as a function of the
number of cycles using a fixed volume. Extravasation typically oc-
curs in postcapillary venules with velocities on the order of 0.3mm/
s; the shear flow increases as the blood enters venous circulation
[33]. Therefore, these conditions cover a range of flow rates
encountered under physiological conditions.
PINC retention was quantified by measuring the Fe content of
the supernatant or retentate by AAS. As expected, capture efficiency
was highest at low flow: PINCs at an initial concentration of 0.3 mg/
mL could be collected quantitatively in a single pass at a constant
flux of 0.28 mm/s, to a final concentration of 150 mg/mL, corre-
sponding to a 500-fold increase (Table 2). Magnetophoresis was
also effective at higher flow rates; PINC capture efficiencies of 28%
could still be achieved in a single pass, even with an order of
magnitude increase in flux.
To evaluate the efficiency of magnetophoretic deposition under
circulatory conditions, we conducted capture experiments in a
closed-loop system with peristaltic flow, using the lowest velocity
available. Remarkably, magnetophoretic capture continued to be
efficient: despite a 150-fold increase in flux, collection of PINCs
increased with the number of cycles at an estimated first-order
decay rate of 0.8 h1 (85% capture over a 2.5 h period), with more
than a 250-fold increase in PINC concentrationwithin the magnetic
field gradient. These results suggest that magnetophoretic depo-
sition can increase the local density of PINCs by up to 3 orders of
magnitude, with upper limits defined by the concentration of
circulating particles and the strength of magnetic field gradients in
the region of interest.
3.5. In vivo magnetophoretic delivery
To determine whether magnetically guided PINC delivery to
tumors might be a useful alternative to accumulation by passive
Fig. 7. Magnetophoresis of PINCs under steady-state flow conditions. (a, with inset)
Capillary flow passing through magnetic field gradient (Gy ¼ 2.7e3.2 kG/cm;
bar ¼ 1 cm). (b) Magnetophoretic deposition of PINCs along capillary wall during flow
(Q ¼ 0.28 mm/s).
Table 2
Magnetophoresis of PINCs under steady-state flow conditions.
Entry Flow experiment Flux (Q), mm/s Flow rate, mm3/s (mL/h) Vtotal, mL Time, h % NP capturea Fold increasea
1 1.6 mm capillary, single pass 0.28 0.56 (2.0) 10 5.0 >99 500
2 0.7 mm capillary, single pass 0.72 0.28 (1.0) 1 1.0 56 145
3 0.7 mm capillary, single pass 3.6 1.38 (5.0) 1 0.2 28 73
4 b 1.6 mm capillary, closed loop 42.6 85.7 (308) 6 (128 cycles) 2.5 85 254
5 1.6 mm capillary, closed loop “ “ 6 (51 cycles) 1.0 59 176
6 1.6 mm capillary, closed loop “ “ 6 (26 cycles) 0.5 46 137
a Based on Fe content of supernatant or retentate, as measured by AAS.
b Performed twice; mean values presented (error <2%).
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extravasation (i.e. EPR effect), PINCs equivalent to 10mg Fe/kg were
administered in vivo by tail vein injection into nude mice bearing
subcutaneous SKOV3 tumor xenografts on each flank. This model
was chosen for its limited EPR potential: subcutaneous SKOV3 xe-
nografts are known for their low degree of vascularization and poor
extravasation of NPs larger than 5 nm [11,34,35]. Indeed, SKOV3
xenografts grew slowly and developed a low level of vasculariza-
tion as supported by the whitish appearance and poor accumula-
tion of Evans blue dye, relative to MCF7 and LS174T xenografts
(Figure S10, Supporting Information). As expected, tumors on
flanks that were not exposed tomagnets produced little differences
in T2-weighted MRI signal intensity before and 1 h after PINC
administration, indicating the lack of a significant EPR effect. In
contrast, tumors on the contralateral flanks, which were exposed to
an external magnet field gradient (1 kG/cm) during NP circulation,
appeared darker relative to pre-administration (Fig. 8, S11, Sup-
porting information). To quantify these changes, the signal in-
tensity (SI) of tumors was normalized to SI of muscle and compared
with SI values acquired pre-administration. Magnetophoretic de-
livery of PINCs during circulation enhanced the SI of tumors by 20%
compared to pre-injectionmeasurements, whereas the SI of tumors
without magnetic field exposure increased by only 3%.
To confirm the accumulation of PINCs within tumors, excised
tissues were stained with Prussian blue and examined to assess the
relative density of intratumoral Fe. Numerous dark blue regions
could be observed in the field-exposed tumors, consistent with the
MR images, whereas the contralateral tumors with no magnet
exposure had virtually no blue signals (Fig. 8c). We note that, while
PINC localization in tumors was clearly increased by magneto-
phoretic delivery, organs associated with the reticuloendothelial
system (RES) such as the liver and spleen remained the primary
destination of PINCs post-administration (Figure S12, Supporting
Information). Little accumulation was observed in the kidneys,
indicating that PINCs were physically stable during circulation for
at least 1 h. We also performed an independent analysis of C* levels
in tumors and major organs via ex vivo fluorescence imaging.
Consistent with the MR data, tumors exposed to magnets produced
stronger fluorescence than the negative controls (Fig. 9a and S13,
Supporting Information); as expected, the liver also had strong
fluorescence (Figure S14, Supporting Information). C* was also
extracted from tissue homogenates for quantitative distribution in
each organ; again, the delivery of PINCs to tumors exposed to
magnets was higher than the controls (Fig. 9b).
This study shows that magnetically-guided PINC delivery to
tumors can enhance drug accumulation in poorly vascularized tu-
mors, where the EPR effect offers little benefit in NP delivery to
tumors. However, a few questions remain with respect to the
design of PINCs. First of all, the current form of PINCs does not
distinguish cancer cells and normal cells; thus, it is possible that the
extravasated PINCs will affect both cancer cells and non-cancerous
cells in tumors. Depending on the effect of delivered drugs, it may
be necessary tominimize the PINC uptake by off-target cells such as
stromal cells or tissue-associated macrophages in tumors. Sec-
ondly, it remains to be seen whether the magnetophoretically
delivered PINCs will stay in tumors after the removal of magnetic
field. It is possible that PINCs may be pushed back to the circulation
in the absence of magnetic field that has attracted PINCs to the
tumors. Both questionsmay be addressed by introducing additional
features such as cancer cell-interactive ligands, which can be done
during the surface modification of the PLGAeFe3O4 composites.
With further advances in imaging technologies, magneto-
phoretic localization of NP drug carriers in target tissues will be
clinically feasible. The accumulation of PINCs in tumors in this
study is relatively modest, due in part to the limited strength and
directional control of the applied field gradient. This belies the full
potential of magnetically guided drug delivery, which was charac-
terized quantitatively in our in vitro studies under steady-state flow
conditions (Fig. 7 and Table 2). For clinical translation of
Fig. 8. (a) Representative T2-weighted MR images of tumors before and after treatment with PINCs, and with or without 30-min field exposure. The time interval between two
imaging events was approximately 1 h. (b) Signal enhancement at tumor site after injection of PINCs with and without magnet (n ¼ 4). (c) Prussian blue-stained tumor sections after
MR study (magnification: 200).
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magnetophoretic delivery and evaluation, one needs to design
magnetic arrays that can generate sufficiently strong field gradients
within tissues of interest, as well as subsurface imaging modalities
with millimeter resolution. Recent progress in the design of Hal-
bach arrays indicate the possibility of producing sizable field gra-
dients in tissue at depths of 10 cm, at much greater strengths than
that produced by dipolar magnets of comparable size [36,37]. With
regard to locating tumors, high-resolution imaging of vascularized
tissues is already addressable by MR as well as by ultrasound [38],
photoacoustic tomography [39], and optical coherence tomography
[40].
4. Conclusions
This study shows that magnetophoretic delivery can be used to
overcome two pressing challenges in NP-based drug delivery to
tumors: the heterogeneity of the EPR effect and the payload attri-
tion from drug carriers during circulation. We show that a simple
and versatile surface modification method based on dopamine
polymerization can convert drug-loaded polymeric NPs into poly-
mereiron-oxide nanocomposites (PINCs) compatible with the
magnetophoetic delivery. Under magnetic field gradients, PINCs in
flow conditions can be captured to increase the local concentration
by 500-fold and also quickly transported across physical barriers for
accumulation inside target cells. Magnetophoretic delivery is
applicable in vivo, as demonstrated by the enhanced accumulation
of PINCs in subcutaneous SKOV3 xenografts with limited EPR po-
tential. Further developments in the design of high-strength mag-
netic field gradients should enable PINCs to surmount the
challenges in tumor drug delivery with greater precision and
efficiency.
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ABSTRACT: Crude oil deposition in oil transfer pipelines and bore wells afflicts many oil reservoirs. Asphaltenes play a major
role in this process because of their tendency to precipitate in pipelines upon changes in temperature and/or pressure.
Asphaltenes are defined by their lack of solubility in n-alkane solvents, which means that they likely contain many compounds
that do not actively contribute to the deposition of crude oil in pipelines. The preponderance of studies in the literature have
focused on asphaltenes derived from crude oil, whereas far fewer investigations have focused on asphaltenes derived from oil
deposits. In this study, structural parameters of oil-deposit asphaltenes were examined using Raman spectroscopy and tandem
mass spectrometry and compared to results reported previously for petroleum asphaltenes. On the basis of D1 and G band
intensities in the Raman spectrum of oil-deposit asphaltenes, the average aromatic sheet size of these molecules was 21.0 Å,
slightly larger than earlier values reported for petroleum asphaltenes (15.2−18.8 Å). Mass spectrometric experiments of oil-
deposit asphaltenes ionized via atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI) using CS2 solvent were used to measure the
molecular weight distribution (MWD), saturated carbon content, and the number of fused aromatic rings in the cores of the
asphaltene molecules. The MWD was found to be 150−1050 Da with an average molecular weight (average MW) of 497 Da,
which are significantly lower than those reported previously for petroleum asphaltenes (200−1500 Da and 570−700 Da,
respectively). Aromatic core sizes were estimated to contain 8 fused rings on average for the most abundant species in oil-deposit
asphaltenes, with 5−15 carbons in their alkyl side chains, as compared to averages of 3−7 aromatic rings and 17−41 alkyl carbons
for petroleum asphaltenes.
■ INTRODUCTION
The precipitation of asphaltenes in oil transfer pipelines and
refinery equipment is a global problem that has been
exacerbated in recent years with the partial depletion of lighter
“sweet” crude oil in oil reservoirs.1,2 Asphaltenes are the
heaviest fraction of crude oil and are procedurally defined as
being soluble in toluene but insoluble in n-alkanes.3 Because
asphaltenes are defined by their solubility rather than specific
molecular structures, they represent a complicated mixture
consisting of molecules with multiple structures and function-
alities. In general, asphaltenes have been shown to contain
molecules with polycondensed aromatic rings possessing alkyl
chains and sometimes heteroatoms (S, N, and to a lesser extent
O) and/or metals.4 Co-facial stacking of asphaltene molecules
results in aggregate formation mediated by π−π bonding
between the polycondensed aromatic cores. (Other contribu-
tions to aggregation include acid−base interactions, hydrogen
bonding, metal coordination, and hydrophobic pockets.)5 Self-
association of the molecules is the initial step preceding
precipitation of asphaltenes in crude oil, which has been
correlated to the high surface-to-volume ratio of the
polyaromatic cores.6,7 Furthermore, the lengths of their alkyl
chains influence their stability in crude oil, with longer alkyl
chains resulting in decreased rate of precipitation.8 Thus, a
better understanding of the molecular structures of asphaltenes
in oil deposits is imperative for researchers to develop improved
methods for controlling asphaltene deposition.9,10
The propensity of asphaltenes to aggregate has been shown
to be partially dependent on the size of their polycondensed
aromatic cores, with larger cores being more susceptible to
aggregation than smaller cores.11 Average molecular dimensions
of condensed polyaromatic cores can be estimated from the
integrated intensities of graphitic bands in the Raman spectra of
asphaltenes.12,13 These bands arise from the microcrystalline
planar structure of the graphite-like condensed aromatic cores
of asphaltene molecules. Variations in the diameter of the
aromatic cores have been observed for asphaltenes from
different geological origins, with most falling in the 10−20 Å
range.11,13 Smaller core diameters of asphaltenes in crude oil
have been correlated with greater stability (i.e., less susceptible
to aggregation).11 Thus, estimating the aromatic core sizes of
asphaltenes derived from oil deposits is essential for character-
izing the types of molecular structures that participate in oil
deposition.
Additional characterization of the molecular structures of
asphaltenes in crude oil deposits may be achieved with the use
of tandem mass spectrometry. Multistage mass spectrometry
(MSn) is well-suited for studying complicated mixtures such as
asphaltenes because of its ability to probe the structures of
individual ionized molecules without prior separation.14 This
approach allows the estimation of the total number of carbons
in alkyl chains, aromatic core sizes, and molecular weight
distributions (MWDs) for ionized asphaltenes15−17 if an
ionization method is available that produces a single ion type
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per analyte with no fragmentation or aggregation to prevent
convolution of the mass spectrum. Recently, carbon disulfide
(CS2) has been shown to dissolve asphaltene model
compounds and yield only stable molecular ions (M+•) upon
atmospheric pressure chemical ionization (APCI).16,18
In this study, Raman spectroscopy and tandem mass
spectrometry were utilized to characterize n-heptane precipi-
tated asphaltenes derived from crude oil deposits originating
from a Wyoming oil well with known deposition issues. The
diameters of the aromatic sheets in asphaltenes were estimated
from the integrated intensities of the graphitic bands in their
Raman spectra. Approximate saturated carbon content as well
as estimated aromatic core sizes and MWDs were determined
via positive-ion mode APCI using CS2 solvent and collisionally
activated dissociation (CAD) of the ionized asphaltene
molecules.
■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Chemicals. Crude oil deposits were provided by Nalco Champion.
They were derived from the Thompson Fee 2-35 oil wellbore in
Wyoming. Carbon disulfide (99.9%) was purchased from Alfa Aesar
and used as received.
Asphaltene Sample Preparation. Asphaltenes were extracted
from the crude oil deposit by adding 1 g of the deposit to 40 mL of n-
heptane and stirring at 60 °C for 2 h, followed by storage at room
temperature overnight protected from light. The resulting mixture was
passed through a 0.45 μm membrane filter to isolate precipitated
asphaltenes. The filtrate was washed with 5 mL of n-heptane and dried
under vacuum. The total yield of asphaltenes was 32.7 wt % of the
original sample.
Raman Spectroscopy. Raman spectra were acquired using a
single-point microspectrometer (λex = 532 nm) in the Advanced
Analytical Instrumentation Center (AAIC; Department of Chemistry,
Purdue University, West Lafayette, IN). The homemade Raman
microscope features a 532 nm DPSS laser (SLOC GL532RM-100)
with a peak power of 100 mW. The laser beam was collimated into an
optical fiber coupled to the Raman head, equipped with a Semrock 532
MaxLine laser-line filter and a notch filter. Olympus LMPlan Fl (20×/
0.40) or a Nikon E Plan (100×/0.90) objectives were used; the laser
power at the sample was measured to be 2.0 mW. The back-reflected
light passed though the notch filter and was fiber-coupled to an Acton
Research SpectraPro 300i with a three-grating turret (300, 1200, and
1800 BLZ, respectively). For the experiments in this study, the 300
BLZ grating was used. The light was then projected onto a Roper
Scientific LN/CCD 1340/400-EHRB/1 CCD. Data were collected
using WinSpec software.
Origin 9.1 software was used to process Raman spectroscopic data.
The data were baseline-corrected and fitted with the Gaussian function
utilizing a three-peak fitting scheme. Peak positions were determined
from the peak centers at half-maximum.
Mass Spectrometry.Mass spectrometric analyses were carried out
using a Thermo Scientific LTQ linear quadrupole ion trap (LQIT)
mass spectrometer equipped with an atmospheric pressure chemical
ionization (APCI) source operating in positive-ion mode. Asphaltenes
were dissolved in carbon disulfide (3 mg/mL) and introduced into the
APCI via a syringe pump at a flow rate of 10 μL min−1. APCI source
conditions were set as follows: vaporizer temperature: 300 °C;
capillary temperature: 275 °C; N2 sheath gas flow: 40 au (arbitrary
units); N2 auxiliary gas flow: 10 au; corona discharge current: 5 μA;
capillary voltage: 10 V; and tube lens voltage: 60 V. Molecular ions of
varying m/z value were isolated and subjected to CAD. An isolation
window of 2 Da (selected m/z value ±1) and collision energy of 40
arbitrary units were used. Trapped ions were scanned out at 16 000
amu sec−1, achieving unit mass resolution of detected ions (fwhm =
0.7). The LQIT mass spectrometer was controlled by the LTQ Tune
Plus program and interface. The instrument’s automated tuning
feature was used to optimize mass measurements for ions with m/z
values in the range from 50 up to 1500. The trapping region of the
instrument was maintained at a nominal pressure of 0.9 × 10−5 Torr
by the vacuum manifold, as measured by an ion gauge (Granville-
Phillips R 342 mini ion gauge).
■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Raman Spectroscopy of Oil Deposit Asphaltenes.
Raman spectra were collected for the oil-deposit asphaltenes at
four locations to verify homogeneity of the sample (Figure 1).
The consistency of the sample is clearly demonstrated by the
four plots in Figure 1. The Raman spectrum of asphaltenes
derived from crude oil deposits resembles Raman spectra of
microcrystalline graphite-like materials because of the presence
of polycondensed aromatic structures in this sample. Thus, the
Tuinstra and Koenig equation (eq 1)19 was used to estimate
the average size of the aromatic cores. Two frequency bands in
the Raman spectrum are typically studied, the G band near
1580 cm−1 and the D1 band near 1350 cm−1. The G band arises
from the stretching vibration of sp2 C−C bonds within an
ordered polycondensed aromatic structure, whereas in-plane
defects and heteroatoms alter the vibrational modes of the sp2
carbons in the aromatic rings and give rise to the D1 band.20
The latter are often associated with vibrational modes at the
periphery of microcrystalline structures, such as at the edge of
aromatic systems like those found in asphaltene molecules.20
Because the D1 band intensity increases linearly with the
number of peripheral atoms, it is possible to use a ratiometric
approach to estimate the average size of microcrystalline
structures such as the aromatic cores of asphaltenes.12,19
=L I IAromatic sheet diameter, (Å) 44 /a G D1 (1)
The integrated intensities IG (G band) and ID1 (D1 band) are
sensitive to the crystallite size La. Equation 1 may be used to
estimate La as long as the G band is within an applicable
wavenumber range (i.e., 1575−1610 cm−1). The baseline-
corrected Raman spectrum of oil-deposit asphaltenes from
sample location 4 can be seen in Figure 2. Three peaks were
used to fit the overall spectrum profile by using the Gaussian
function. Starting peak positions chosen for the fitting scheme
were 1350, 1580, and 1600 cm−1 corresponding approximately
to D1, G, and D2 vibrational modes, respectively. The D2 band
is the result of an intravalley process that connects lines of a
Figure 1. Raman spectra of oil-deposit asphaltenes from four sample
locations.
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circle around the K point of a Brillouin zone.21 It has been
suggested to arise from the edge structure of a graphene-like
molecule adjacent to the reference polycondensed aromatic
molecule.12 Ostensibly, the D2 band is not indicative of an
intrinsic structural property of the Raman scattering in
graphene-like molecules.21 Thus, evaluation of the aromatic
core diameter by eq 1 should only involve D1 and G band
intensities.
The Raman spectrum of sample location 4, shown in Figure
2, was fitted with the Gaussian function yielding peak positions
for D1, G, and D2 bands at 1334, 1592, and 1598 cm−1,
respectively. Evaluation of eq 2 using the integrated intensities
of D1 and G bands indicates an aromatic sheet diameter (La) of
19.3 Å. Fitted peak parameters for all four sample locations can
be seen in Table 1. The La values for this sample are greater
than those found for asphaltenes derived from crude oil
samples from various geological locations.13 Heptane-precipi-
tated asphaltenes from crude oil originating in Alaska, Mexico,
Canada, and Saudi Arabia were studied previously by Raman
spectroscopy and were observed to have La values in the range
of 15.2−18.8 Å when using the Gaussian function to fit their
spectral profiles.13 The greater La values for this sample
suggests that asphaltenes derived from crude oil deposits may
have larger aromatic cores than asphaltenes derived from bulk
oil. As indicated previously, greater La values have been
correlated with lower asphaltene stability, attributable to
increased self-association between molecules.11 Ostensibly, a
larger number of fused rings in the aromatic core promotes self-
associative behavior and thus increases the rate of asphaltene
precipitation.
Mass Spectrometric Analysis of Oil Deposit Asphal-
tenes. Information about the molecular weights (MW) and
alkyl substituents of asphaltene molecules, such as the total
number of carbons in alkyl side chains, was obtained using
tandem mass spectrometry. Prior tandem mass spectrometric
studies of ionized asphaltene model compounds have shown
that CAD of their isolated molecular ions reveals the
approximate total number of carbons in alkyl substituents and
the approximate number of fused aromatic rings in the
core.16,22
Mass spectrometry experiments were performed by dissolv-
ing the oil-deposit asphaltenes in carbon disulfide (CS2) and
ionizing them via positive-ion mode APCI. This APCI/CS2
method has shown to produce stable molecular ions (M+•) for
asphaltene model compounds.18 The molecular weight
distribution (MWD) was obtained from the measured mass
spectrum of ionized asphaltenes and used to determine the
average molecular weight (MW) according to eq 2. Tandem
mass spectrometry (MSn) experiments were performed on
isolated ions to estimate the total aliphatic carbon content. This
was accomplished by subjecting several isolated ions of varying
m/z values to CAD experiments and counting the number of
methylenes in the eliminated alkyl fragments whose loss
resulted in the generation of the fragment ion with the lowest
m/z value but with an abundance greater than or equal to 1%
(relative to the most abundant ion in the mass spectrum). The
same fragment ions were used to estimate the size of the
aromatic core by determining the minimum number of fused
aromatic rings necessary to obtain the m/z value of the
fragment ion produced upon cleavage of all alkyl chains (with
methylenes possibly remaining on the aromatic core after
elimination of all alkyl chains via benzylic cleavages). CAD of
molecular ions of m/z 432 ± 1 derived from crude oil deposit
asphaltenes (Figure 4) yielded ion of m/z 361 as the smallest
detectable fragment ion with relative abundance greater than
1% (relative to the most abundant ion in the mass spectrum).
Figure 2. Baseline-corrected Raman spectrum of oil-deposit
asphaltenes from sample location 4, with Gaussian fits to the D1, G,
and D2 vibrational modes (red, green, and blue curves, respectively).
Table 1. Raman Spectra Analysis and Calculated La Values
Using the Gaussian Function and Three-Peak Fitting for the








D1 1331.55 31107.99 184.69
19.61G 1583.99 13862.74 205.30
D2 1598.37 11509.97 46.33
2
D1 1328.59 31144.18 181.16
22.19G 1574.91 15705.71 247.96
D2 1599.01 12509.62 46.00
3
D1 1331.77 30121.16 181.90
22.96G 1598.54 15716.07 247.39
D2 1598.54 12357.43 47.84
4
D1 1334.02 34203.54 195.08
19.27G 1592.16 14976.71 196.34
D2 1598.28 11388.61 46.23





Figure 3. APCI/CS2 mass spectrum of oil-deposit asphaltenes.
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This fragment ion may contain 8 aromatic rings after cleavage
of alkyl substituents as alkyl radicals (maximum of 5 carbons).
This determination relies on the assumption that all remaining
carbons after cleavage of aliphatic carbons are aromatic carbons
and that all aromatic rings are fused. Thus, this method is
limited to determining the smallest possible number of





m z( / ) area(all peaks)
area(all peaks)W (2)
The mass spectrum of ionized oil-deposit asphaltenes can be
seen in Figure 3. The observed MWD ranges from 150 to 1050
Da, with an MW of 497 Da. These values are lower than the
MWDs and MW’s of petroleum asphaltenes reported
previously.15,17,23 Recently, similar experiments conducted in
our laboratory using the APCI/CS2 method revealed a MWD
range of 275−1500 Da and an MW of about 700 Da for
petroleum-derived asphaltenes.15 Furthermore, multistage
tandem mass spectrometric analyses of petroleum asphaltenes
from different geological origins found MW’s ranging from 570
to 700 Da.17 On the contrary, coal asphaltenes were observed15
to have a MWD range of 200−800 Da and an MW of about 450
Da, which are in better agreement with the results reported
here for oil-deposit asphaltenes. All these results suggest that
the stability of asphaltenes is less dependent on their molecular
weight and more dependent on their structures.
CAD mass spectra were measured for several ions with m/z
values in the range of 250−800 Da because this range
comprises the most abundant ions, as indicated by the mass
spectrum (Figure 3 and Table 2). The CAD mass spectrum of
ions of m/z 432 ± 1 derived from oil-deposit asphaltenes can
be seen in Figure 4. This CAD mass spectrum is similar to
those measured earlier for petroleum and coal asphaltenes,
wherein the abundance of fragment ions formed via large alkyl
radical cleavages are lower than the abundance of fragment ions
formed via smaller alkyl radical cleavages.15,17 For example,
fragment ions derived from an ion of m/z 432 appear to have
no more than 5 alkyl carbons in a given side chain. When
comparing the CAD mass spectra measured for a range of ions
with different m/z values, the number of carbons in the alkyl
side chains was found to increase with the m/z value; ions near
the mean m/z value of 497 were found to possess a higher ratio
of aromatic carbons (CAr) to aliphatic carbons (CAl) than ions
with higher or lower m/z values. Because molecules of 432 Da
(yielding ions of m/z 432) are among the most abundant
species in oil-deposit asphaltenes, indicated by the mass
spectrum of oil-deposit asphaltenes (Figure 3), this result
suggests that molecules with larger aromatic cores and short
alkyl chains may participate more in asphaltene deposition than
molecules with smaller cores and longer alkyl chains. This result
is in excellent agreement with the Raman spectra, which
indicate a larger average aromatic core structure for oil-deposit
asphaltenes than that for petroleum asphaltenes. Overall, these
results are in accord with earlier studies8 indicating that
asphaltenes with large aromatic cores and short alkyl chains
precipitate out of crude oil more readily.
■ CONCLUSIONS
Raman spectroscopic and tandem mass spectrometric analysis
of n-heptane-precipitated asphaltenes derived from crude oil
deposits revealed structural information about the molecular
architecture of asphaltenes that actively participate in oil
deposition. The integrated intensities of D1 and G graphitic
bands in the Raman spectrum of oil-deposit asphaltenes were
evaluated using the Tuinstra and Koenig equation, which
revealed an average aromatic sheet diameter of 21.0 Å for these
molecules. This value is greater than that previously reported
for petroleum asphaltenes derived from crude oil,13 suggesting
that asphaltenes with larger, polycondensed aromatic cores are
more active participants in oil deposition. Mass spectrometric
determination of the molecular weight distribution (MWD) of
oil-deposit asphaltenes yielded a range of 150−1050 Da, with
an average molecular weight of 497 Da. Both values are smaller
than those found for petroleum asphaltenes.15,17 The MWD
range of petroleum asphaltenes from different geological origins
was shown previously to be 200−1500 Da when utilizing the
same mass spectrometry method,17 which suggests that the
propensity for asphaltenes to precipitate is less dependent on
molecular weights and more dependent on their molecular
structures.
CAD of selected ions with varying m/z values revealed that
the most abundant compounds (highest relative abundance
based on the mass spectrum) had a mean of 8 fused aromatic
rings and a total of 5−15 alkyl carbons (total saturated carbon
content) whereas petroleum asphaltenes have a mean of 3−7
aromatic rings and 17−41 alkyl carbons as reported in the
literature.17 Although the average size of the aromatic cores was
shown to be approximately the same for petroleum and oil-
deposit asphaltenes,15,17 the shorter alkyl chains in oil-deposit
asphaltenes may contribute to increased deposition of these
compounds because of their lower solubility. The total number
Figure 4. CAD mass spectrum measured for ions of m/z 432 ± 1
derived from oil-deposit asphaltenes.
Table 2. Molecular Weight Distribution (MWD) and
Average Molecular Weight (average MW) Measured for
Molecules in Oil-Deposit Asphaltenes as Well as the
Estimated Total Number of Carbon Atoms in All Side
Chains, Approximate Aromatic Core Sizes for Molecular
Ions with Selected m/z Values, and Calculated Ratio of










150−1050 497 256 7 2 0.29
326 5 4 0.80
432 5 8 1.60
548 15 7 0.47
612 16 9 0.56
704 35 4 0.11
800 40 4 0.10
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of alkyl carbons for ionized asphaltenes was found to increase
steadily from 5 up to 40 with increasing m/z value of the
isolated asphaltene ion, although the relative abundances of
ions with more than 30 alkyl carbons were much lower relative
to ions with 5−15 alkyl carbons. The results reported here for
oil-deposit asphaltenes correlate large aromatic cores and
shorter alkyl chains with asphaltene instability and precip-
itation, in accord with earlier studies on crude oil extracts.7,11
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